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Warrior

This book is about Julian Assange and Wikileaks. This Australian citizen and his global news
agency are household names. For many, their basic narrative requires no introduction. This text
takes nothing for granted. Part 1 of this volume titled ‘Who’ defines Assange’s narrative.

Part two of this book outlines the personal and professional accomplishments of Julian Assange
with reference to his Wikileaks related ventures. The following two parts explore ‘where’ and
‘when’ matters concerning the same context. This section concludes by presenting a bullet point
summary of key milestones of Julian Assange’s involvement with Wikileaks since 2006.

Parts five to ten of this book explore Wikileaks as an institution. I examine its objectives, ideology,
modus operandi at the organizational level, separate to its founder, Julian Assange. This section
also explores victories, external criticisms and setbacks of Wikileaks over the past 13 years.

The next demarcated section titled ‘Witch hunt’ examines accusations that Wikileaks has
engaged in gross journalistic misconduct and other transnational crimes.

I conclude this book by examining recent developments that concern Julian Assange and
Wikileaks as at mid-August 2019.
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Wars Psy-ops

The noun ‘Psy-op’ is built into the premise of this book’s title which poses a question. ‘Psy-op’ is
a compound abbreviation for ‘Psychological Operation’. War time art propaganda is a simple
example of a psychological operation. The British Empire has historically promoted the image of
the white feather as a symbolic metaphor for men in Commonwealth nations who won’t
volunteer to fight to their death for the Supra-European Saxe-Coburg and Gotha global dynasty.

Hardy (2014)

AP

This psychological operation portrays men who are not willing to sacrifice their life fighting for
an imperial power as cowards. Their inverse role is heroes. This psy-op aims to maximize
enrolments by humiliating men whose instincts guides them to not volunteer. This psy-op
manipulates gender roles. The role of women is to maximize ‘heroic’ volunteer male enlistments.

Psy-ops tend to be coordinated by institutions. These may be governments or subversive entities
such as the Irish Republican Army – a militia. Psy-ops are covert and may invert their true goal.
Foreign inbred royal families who adopt fake local surnames to deceive the public are a psy-op
example. Locals are distracted from the reality that foreign imperial bloodlines rule their land.
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Leaflets dispersed in cities by an enemy air force during war time are an example of a psy-op.
Such literature may falsely inform readers that their nation’s military force is about to collapse.

Circa 1941 Google Images

This is an example of a deceptive German psy-op. Such propaganda can lower national morale. It
may also decrease volunteer enlistments among the populace that is the psy-op’s target.
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Who

This page establishes the basic biographic background of Julian Assange. In the spirit of this
book’s architecture, I offer a supporting reference for each claim. May you individually root out
independent confirming sources as you see fit at any times as you read this document.

Julian Assange: Basic biographic data per mainstream media narratives
Personal data

Status

Gender

Male

Age

48

Date of birth

July 3, 1971

Location of birth

Townsville, Queensland, Australia.

Current citizenship

Australian

Current marital status

Single. Divorced. A father of multiple children.

College Alumni

None. Completed Bachelor-Degree units in
computing sciences and sciences at CQ University in
1994 and the University of Melbourne, 2004-2006.
Sources: Britannica (2019); Daily Mail (2019); SBS (2019)

Julian grew up in Australia and lived in this country full-time as a resident prior to 2006.

May you reflect on the data in the table above and decide which information you think is relevant
to gauge the basic biographical details of Julian Assange. To this author, and many others, Julian
is a global citizen with a voice and opinions. Period. This is the only relevant fact.
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Professions

There is no evidence that Julian sustained a stable trajectory of institutional work experience in
any sector prior to forming Wikileaks in 2006. Assange is credited as researcher for the book
Underground. Suelette Dreyfus is the principal author. This book was researched in the years
prior to its publication date 1997 – i.e. circa 1994 to 1997 (Dreysfus, 2001, NP). Julian was 23-25
when he researched this book. It is partially based on his experiences as a computer hacker.

Revised edition: Elevates Julian’s name. Open-access https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/4686

Mainstream media report that Julian was a member of an underground experimental hacking
group during the 1990s. Prior to circa 2000, internet subscriptions and personal email use were
recorded by a minority of people in Western nations, including Australia. Computer hacking crime
was rarely reported in news media during the 1990s. This partially explains why critical
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commentators make mention of the major hacking ‘coups’ that Assange apparently achieved as
a teenager, such as penetrating the US Department of Defense (e.g. Forbes, 2010).

According to mainstream media sources, Julian was first charged with computer Hacking offences
in 1994 by Victoria Police, Australia. This case was settled in Victoria’s Court system in 1996.
According to The Guardian (2011), a secondary data source:

The prosecution described Assange as "the most active" and "most skilful" of the
[hacking] group, and pressed for a prison sentence. Assange's motive, according to the
prosecution, was "simply an arrogance and a desire to show off his computer skills".

This book offers minimal additional biographical narrative beyond this page and the two prior.
Much secondhand, uncited news media claims to offer detailed information about Julian’s
biography since his birth. The open-access article by The Guardian cited above is among most
detailed available for those interested to read unsubstantiated information about Julian.
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Primary databases

Professional researchers should aim to consult original authority sources in all cases possible to
validate claims made by sources such as corporate mainstream media, which are often biased.

The author of this book searched various authority databases that publicly register details of
court proceedings in Australia’s jurisdictions. These included the following sites:

Australasian Legal Information Institute
https://www.austlii.edu.au/
Jade
https://jade.io/search/julian+assange
County Court, Victoria
https://www.countycourt.vic.gov.au/case-information

These searches did not yield any information about Julian Assange being charged with any
criminal matters prior to August 7, 2019. This absence of confirmation is not surprising. The bulk
of criminal court proceedings in Australia are never published. High-profile test cases that change
legal precedents and grave crimes such as mass homicides are mostly published.

According to The Guardian (2011) Assange was convicted but was not imprisoned. This suggests
that this court did not regard Julian’s crime to be among most serious types of computer hacking.
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Take nothing for granted

This book invites professional Wikileaks researchers and readers to take nothing for granted. For example, information in the biographic data table
on page 3, that is supported by three independent corroborating references, are merely secondary source media reports. Some, most or all data
in this table may be accidentally incorrect or fake. This author visited archive.org to confirm that a book titled ‘Underground’ existed pre 2000.

Archive.org claims that this book existed on December 2nd, 1998. The webmaster of archive.org and/or hackers could have fabricated this archive.
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What
The image below defines the current status of the Wikileaks organization by quoting this institutions’s ‘About’ page. This screen image
below was captured from Wikileaks’s website on August 2nd, 2019. Wikileaks ostensibly last updated this page on November 3, 2015.
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Professional title
The professional title that best describes Julian’s Assange’s work with Wikileaks has been a
subject of contention among mainstream media commentators and others. The table below lists
the most popular professional titles that have been used by mainstream media to describe
Julian’s professional activities. I offer two sample independent sources to verify each claim.
Mainstream media descriptions of Julian Assange’s professional title
Title

Source 1

Source 2

Wikipedia (2019)

Al Jazeera (2019)

Journalist

The Guardian (2019)

BBC (2019)

Publisher

LA Times (2019)

The Atlantic (2019)

Political activist/activist

CNN (2019)

The New Yorker (2017)

Computer programmer

Fox News (2019)

The Express (2019)

Boston Herald (2019)

USA Today (2019)

Editor

Wikileaks Founder

Hybrid job titles, e.g. “Journalist, computer programmer and activist.” LBC Radio (2019).

These citations above are merely illustrative of the numerous changing titles attributed to Julian
Assange. Some media outlets use multiple titles to describe Assange’s work with Wikileaks and
do not explain these variations. Many professionals legitimately hold similar unofficial job titles
at the same entity that are not mutually exclusive. For example, a Principal at a state school who
teaches in the classroom 15% of the time at the same school may be fairly described by others
as a: School Principal, Educator, School Leader, Public Administrator, Teacher and Senior Teacher.
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Journalist?

Numerous (i.e. hundreds, possibly thousands) mainstream media outlets have no hesitation
labelling Assange a ‘journalist’ and attributing this profession to the bulk of his work. This image
below is a contemporary example of hundreds that are easy to locate via simple online searches.

The Nation willfully published this article by Bruce Shapiro (2019) that uses the noun
‘Investigative Journalism’ to describe publications attributed to Julian Assange and Wikileaks.

The essence of the headlines above implicitly refer to the high stakes that surround charges that
Assange faces in America for his work with Wikileaks. America’s First Constitutional Amendment
protects free speech for journalists and others. It provides no other protections (CJR, 2019).
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Many mainstream media outlets fairly point to the contestability of labelling Assange a journalist.
This illustration article makes the point that some public commentators consider Assange a
journalist and others do not.

Western mainstream corporate media has since turned against Julian Assange after his work with
Wikileaks was celebrated and glamorized on the front cover of Time Magazine, Person of the
Year, in December 2010. This image below is indicative of the consensus among Western
mainstream media since after 2010 that Julian’s work is no longer worthy of the title ‘Journalism’.

In recent years, virtually all Western mainstream media outlets have gone beyond merely
abandoning their recognition of Julian Assange as a legitimate journalist. The images overleaf are
illustration examples that show how Western media frequently label Assange using negative
nouns as ‘spy’, ‘terrorist’, ‘hacker’ and ‘criminal’.
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This article by The Washington Times is indicative of how Western mainstream media choose to
quote high-profile public figures who label Assange a global cyber hacking criminal.

The Washington Post is an example of a mainstream media outlet that seems to wager a bet each
way. This article published by The Washington Post on May 28, 2019 labels Assange a journalist.

This opinion piece published on the same day labels Assange a ‘spy’.
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Defining Journalism

There is no global authority that has sole jurisdiction to define who is a journalist. The noun
‘journalism’ means different things to different people. This interpretation may vary by context.
One person’s favorite ‘freelance journalist’ may be regarded as a ‘gutter-press gossip columnist’,
i.e., a non-journalist, by another who is equally fond of this writer’s publications.

The definition of ‘journalism’ provided by the Merriam-Webster (2018a, NP) dictionary offers a
useful starting point to deconstruct the meaning of this all-important noun.

Mirriam-Webster (2018a)

Journalism is strongly associated with print media writings, especially those that aim to
disseminate contemporary news stories that are of interest to the public. Print media includes
digital outlets such as online newsletters and online magazines. This noun also refers to
traditional paper-based media such as newspapers and gazettes.
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This Mirriam-Webster definition is narrow. Journalism takes place via media beyond print
formats. This table lists other media sources that create and disseminate journalistic content.

Journalism media

Example

1.

Radio broadcasts

Australian Broadcasting Corporation

2.

Television broadcasts

Public Broadcasting Service (USA)

3.

Public forums

Press conferences

4.

Digital cinematic media

DTube

5.

Recorded media e.g. CD, DVD

BBC Worldwide Media

6.

Social network media

Twitter account of the Press Secretary –
President of the United States of America

There are numerous classifications of journalism. Examples of journalism classifications include:

Advocacy journalism: A partisan branch of journalism that disseminates information to pursue a
social or political outcome. This type of journalism is ethical if the creator/publisher is transparent
and desist from intrusively disseminating false or misleading information. This branch is
associated with propaganda. Audiences are frequently skeptical of content.

Alternative reporting: A branch of journalism whose character is defined as opposite to or
noticeably different to the consensus in mainstream media that reports identical issues in the
same region. It may publish topic content or perspectives that no mainstream media report.
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Current affairs: A popular branch of journalism that aims to disseminate developments that
concerns a variety of news topics such as sports, politics, entertainment and finance.

Database journalism: Builds a repository of knowledge for public consumption.

Documentaries: The creator/s aim to construct a motion cinema production that offers an
accurate account of public interest information that is available for public consumption. Digital
media is the dominant format for documentary production nowadays.

Gutter press: “Press that engages in sensational journalism (especially concerning the private
lives of public figures)” (Farlex, 2012). This term has a strongly negative connotation.

Investigative research: A branch of journalism that aims to collect and analyze a range of data
sources to independently extract a true account of a matter of historical significance.

Mainstream: A branch of journalism that disseminates information to mass audiences.

Muckraking: This type of journalism aims to expose political corruption. It also uncovers
unconscionable, fraudulent and wasteful business practices committed by industry, government
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and non-governmental institutes (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2018). This category may overlap with
the notion of ‘whistleblower journalism’ associated with media publishers such as Wikileaks. This
branch of journalism has a negative connotation as it may expose journalists, publishers and their
supporters to grave danger.

Realpolitik journalism: An ideological approach to journalism that argues any reporting style is
legitimate if it causes a just outcome: ‘the end justifies the means’. This approach may reject the
need to adhere to prescribed ethics codes. It is associated with advocacy journalism.

These categories of journalism are not mutually exclusive. For example, some muckraking
alternative media journalists use investigative research to interview whistleblowers to produce
documentaries that are intended to be archived indefinitely in the public domain. They may
foresee that this content will realize mainstream appeal over the medium- to long-term.

Opinions

Around half of the ethics codes published by media and journalism associations urge journalists
to carefully distinguish between opinion and fact. These sources may use perfect or loose
synonyms to discuss the word ‘opinion’. Examples include “Comment, conjecture, rumor and
unconfirmed reports” (Press Council of Ireland, 2018, NP).
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Defining Journalist

In a similar vein to the term ‘journalism’, there is no academic, professional or governmental
institution that has sole authority to define and classify different types of journalists. The
Washington Post (2018, NP) argues that journalists should aim to report news. They should not
act in a way that makes their media reporting practices newsworthy in their own right:

Although it has become increasingly difficult for this newspaper and for the press
generally to do so since Watergate, reporters should make every effort to remain in the
audience, to stay off the stage, to report the news, not to make the news.

A popular way to define and classify journalists is by the number of persons who are employed
or acknowledged as the creator of journalistic content.

Freelance: These journalists work as independent contractors. The title ‘freelance journalist’ may
suggest that this professional has full creative control over their work. This is normally true only
when the freelance journalist self-publishes self-edited versions, such as via a personal website.
In such cases, the term ‘independent journalist-publisher’ may be more appropriate.

Collaborators: These journalists work as part of a team of co-authors and/or co-producers.

Staff journalists: These professionals create content on behalf of an employer.

Photographers and creatives who work for journalism agencies may be classified as journalists.
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Anonymous: Some journalistic content does not acknowledge the creator/s of the content. This
practice is common among the most famed publications such as The New York Times. The public
may fairly assume that the content was created by one or multiple journalists, sub-editors,
editors and other assistants such as proofreaders and creative directors.

Editors: An editor who alters journalistic content may be regarded as journalists as they are
imagined as leaders of journalists. Many sub-editors and editors were promoted through the
journalist ranks, sometimes from entry-level cadetships to senior staff journalists.

Centralized agencies: Editors and publishers frequently attribute authorship to a centralized
news agency such as Reuters and the Australian Associated Press.

These classifications above are not mutually exclusive and titles may be misleading. A freelance
journalist may collaborate with a team of staff journalists to produce one publication.

I encourage people to reflect on these discussion when they read Part 8 of this book that
discusses Wikileaks’s unique modus operandi which takes place under the stewardship of Julian
Assange. May you freely decide if you consider Julian Assange and his Wikileaks colleagues to be
‘journalists’, who engage in ‘journalism’.
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This Wikileaks web page, and the one overleaf, may be among the best sources to consult to determine if you agree that Wikileaks
engages primarily in journalism. Wikileaks claims that it does not publish opinions, gossip or materials that has been published
elsewhere. Belgium’s role in promoting press freedom is dubious. It is the home of the EU that aims to lead one world government.

Wikileaks claim above that “All staff who deal with sources are accredited journalists”. Inquiring readers may investigate who these
journalists are and which accreditations they hold. The noun ‘Journalist’ is not a statutory regulated job title in most jurisdictions.
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Where

Wikileaks’s head office has been based in Stockholm, Sweden since around 2010. This nation has
the best laws that protect journalists. Per Swedish law, ‘Tryckfrihetsförordning’ (1949), Swedish
authorities cannot interrogate journalists to ascertain their data sources.

Wikileaks main servers, based in Sweden, are hosted by Swedish company Bahnhof (2019) whose
offices are housed in refurbished nuclear bunkers built during the Second World War. Wikileaks
maintains multiple encryption-secure servers in other undisclosed locations around the globe.

Prior to 2010, Wikileaks was ostensibly a mobile enterprise that operated on a shoestring budget
from various changing locations, including hotel rooms. Assange established Wikileaks first online
server in 2006 in Iceland by Sunshine Press. Between 2006 and 2011, Assange likely spent more
time in Iceland than any other country. Wikileaks is protective of the movements of its personnel.
Precise details of Assange’s movements and other senior Wikileaks operatives, such as its
cofounders and executives, are not self-published in full detail.

The first image overleaf is apparently taken inside the Bahnoff bunker, 100 feet below ground in
Sweden. Other surreal pictures of this bizarre bunker were published by the Daily Mail (2010)
online edition in 2010, per the link in this book’s References section. Readers may independently
verify these images using popular online search engines such as Bing Images and Yahoo Images.
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Image 4 of 6 of the Bahnof Bunker, published in the Daily Mail in 2010.

“Plant life: The offices feature lunar-landscape flooring, glass corridors and a 'floating'
conference room” (Hanlon in Daily Mail 2010).

Is this JPEG file above Computer Generated Imagery? The only way to verify these Daily Mail
images is to visit this bunker in Sweden and see for yourself.
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1337014/WikiLeaks-bunker-Julian-Assanges-subterranean-Bond-villain-den.html
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The real deal or a fake take?
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When
Assange established Wikileaks in 2006. Its first major publication was its upload of the US Army
manual for dealing with prisoners at Camp Delta in Guantanamo Bay in December 2007. This
manual is available at https://wikileaks.org/wiki/Camp_Delta_Standard_Operating_Procedure .

The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is the global agency that
registers the creation of new internet domains and rights transfers. ICANN is supposedly a notfor-profit entity that is politically neutral. My search of ICANN on August 12, 2019 confirmed that
wikileaks.org was first registered on October 4, 2006, consistent with the paragraph above.

ICANN searches are popular among critical researchers who take nothing for granted. ICANN’s
database can be falsified by hackers or intelligence agencies. The same applies for all entities.
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Since December 2007, Wikileaks have published millions of institutional documents and files that
have mostly been provided by internal leakers and computer hackers. These include data owned,
created and managed by politicians, military institutions, corporations and private citizens.

On April 5, 2010 Wikileaks published one of its most famed data leaks. It uploaded a classified
military video that shows a US Apache helicopter firing on and killing two journalists and a several
Iraqi civilians in 2007. This video was supplied by US Army officer Chelsea (then Bradley) Manning.

Former US Army Private Manning

On January 5th and 8th in 2010, Private Manning Downloaded around 491,000 classified US
Military documents that relate to America’s military campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq. Manning
supplied these files to Julian Assange via encrypted exchanges.

On December 21, 2017, The United States of America lodged a sealed arrest warrant for Julian
Paul Assange in the Eastern District of Virginia. A full unedited copy of this indictment appears in
Annex 3 of this text. Most major crimes cited in this indictment concern espionage allegations.
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Way post

Guardian front page, Friday 12 April 2019
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This timeline summary is an adaption of a CNN (2019) online publication dated 2019, available at:
https://www.cnn.com/2013/06/03/world/wikileaks-fast-facts/index.html

Wikileaks Timeline

December 2007 - WikiLeaks posts the US Army manual for soldiers dealing with prisoners at Camp
Delta, Guantanamo Bay.

March 2008 - WikiLeaks posts internal documents from the Church of Scientology.

September 2008 - WikiLeaks posts emails from the Yahoo email account of Sarah Palin.

November 2008 - WikiLeaks posts a list of names and addresses of people it claims belong to the
far-right British National Party.

November 2009 - WikiLeaks posts what it claims are 500,000 messages sent during the September
11, 2001 attacks that transpired in the United States of America.

April 5, 2010 - A classified military video is posted by WikiLeaks. It shows a US Apache helicopter
firing on and killing two journalists and Iraqi civilians in 2007. The US Military claimed that the
helicopter crew believed that the targets were armed insurgents, not civilians.

May 2010 - The US Military detains Manning for allegedly leaking US combat video, including the
US helicopter gunship attack posted on WikiLeaks, and classified State Department records.

July 6, 2010 - The US Military announces it has charged Chelsea (formerly Bradley) Manning with
violating army regulations by transferring classified information to a personal computer and
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adding unauthorized software to a classified computer system and of violating Federal laws of
governing the handling of classified information.

July 25, 2010 - WikiLeaks posts more than 90,000 classified documents relating to the Afghanistan
War in what has been called the biggest leak since the Pentagon Papers during the Vietnam War.
The documents are divided into more than 100 categories. The cover diverse topics such as the
hunt for Osama bin Laden and Afghan civilian deaths resulting from US Military actions.

October 22, 2010 - WikiLeaks publishes nearly 400,000 classified military documents from the Iraq
War. This provides a new picture of how many Iraqi civilians have been killed, the role that Iran has
played in supporting Iraqi militants and many accounts of abuse by Iraq's army and police.

November 28, 2010 - WikiLeaks begins publishing approximately 250,000 leaked State Department
cables dating back to 1966. The site says the documents will be released "in stages over the next
few months."

November 28, 2010 - The WikiLeaks website suffers an attack designed to make it unavailable to
users. A Twitter user called Jester claims responsibility for the attack.

December 1, 2010 - Amazon removes WikiLeaks from its servers.

April 24, 2011 - Nearly 800 classified US Military documents obtained by WikiLeaks reveal details
about alleged terrorist activities of al Qaeda operatives captured and housed in Guantanamo Bay.

September 2, 2011 - WikiLeaks releases its archive of more than 250,000 unredacted US diplomatic
cables.

October 24, 2011 - WikiLeaks announces that it is temporarily halting publication to "aggressively
fundraise." Assange states that a financial blockade by Bank of America, VISA, MasterCard, PayPal
and Western Union has cut off 95% of WikiLeaks's revenue.
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December 16, 2011 - Manning's Article 32 hearing, the military equivalent of a grand jury hearing
that will determine whether enough evidence exists to merit a court-martial, begins.

February 23, 2012 - Manning is formally charged with aiding the enemy, wrongfully causing
intelligence to be published on the Internet, transmitting national defense information and theft
of public property or records.

February 26, 2012 - WikiLeaks begins releasing what it says are five million emails from the private
intelligence company, Stratfor, starting with a company "glossary" that features unflattering
descriptions of US government agencies. The authenticity of the documents can't be
independently confirmed.

July 5, 2012 - WikiLeaks begins publishing more than 2.4 million emails from Syrian politicians,
government ministries and companies dating back to 2006.

February 28, 2013 - Chelsea Manning pleads guilty to some of the 22 charges against him, but not
the most serious charge of aiding the enemy, which carries a life sentence.

June 3, 2013 - Chelsea Manning's court-martial begins.

July 30, 2013 - Manning is acquitted of aiding the enemy, but found guilty on 20 other counts,
including violations of the Espionage Act.

August 21, 2013 - A military judge sentences Manning to 35 years in prison.

August 22, 2013 - Through a statement read on NBC's Today show, Manning announces he wants
to live life as a woman and wants to be known by his new name, Chelsea Manning. She later
formally changes her name.
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July 22, 2016 - WikiLeaks releases nearly 20,000 emails from Democratic National Committee
staffers. The emails appear to show the committee favoring Hillary Clinton over Bernie Sanders
during the US Presidential Primary elections.

October 7, 2016 - More than 2,000 hacked emails from Clinton's campaign chairman, John Podesta
are published by WikiLeaks. WikiLeaks claims that it has more than 50,000 of Podesta's emails and
pledges to continue releasing batches of documents during the weeks leading up to the election.

January 3, 2017 - During an interview on the Fox News Network, Assange says that Russia did not
give WikiLeaks hacked emails.

January 12, 2017 - WikiLeaks tweets that Assange will agree to be extradited to the United States
if Obama grants clemency to Manning.

January 17, 2017 – Barack Obama commutes Manning's sentence. This sets the stage for her to be
released on May 17 in the same year.

March 7, 2017 - WikiLeaks publishes what they say are thousands of internal CIA documents,
including alleged discussions of a covert hacking program and the development of spy software
targeting cellphones, smart TVs and computer systems in cars. In a statement, Assange says that
the website published the documents as a warning about the risk of the proliferation of "cyber
weapons." The documents are not independently authenticated.

April 20, 2017 - Authorities tell CNN that they are taking steps to seek the arrest of Assange,
preparing criminal charges against the WikiLeaks founder. The investigation of Assange and
WikiLeaks dates back to 2010 but prosecutors struggled with the question of whether the First
Amendment protected Assange. Now, they reportedly have found a way to proceed but offered
no details on the nature of the charges they plan to file.

May 3, 2017 - During a Senate hearing, FBI Director James Comey refers to WikiLeaks as
"intelligence porn," declaring that the site's disclosures are intended to damage the United States
rather than educate the public.
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October 2017- CNN reports that in 2016 a Cambridge Analytica executive reached out to WikiLeaks
requesting access to Clinton emails. Assange confirmed the exchange in a tweet, saying "I can
confirm an approach by Cambridge Analytica [prior to November last year] and can confirm that
it was rejected by WikiLeaks."

May 31, 2018 - US Army Court of Criminal Appeals upholds Manning's 2013 court-martial
conviction. Her sentence was commuted and her conviction under the Espionage Act, still stands.

March 5, 2019 - A federal judge denies Manning's effort to quash a subpoena and avoid testifying
before a grand jury in Virginia. It is not publicly known what the grand jury in Virginia is
investigating and what prosecutors' interest in Manning is.

March 8-May 9, 2019 - Manning spends 62 days in federal custody for refusing to testify about her
disclosures to WikiLeaks. A group of Manning supporters called Chelsea Resists issues a statement
claiming Manning is being kept in her cell for 22 hours a day, which they say constitutes solitary
confinement and surmounts to "torture."

April 11, 2019 - Assange is arrested by the Metropolitan Police in London on an extradition warrant
from the US Justice Department. He is charged with conspiracy to attempt to hack a computer
in connection with the 2010 release of classified military info obtained via Manning. Assange's
attorney says the indictment is troubling because of its implications for freedom of the press.

Assange in police custody, April 2019

May 16, 2019 - Manning is again found in contempt for refusing to testify before a grand jury and
returns to jail.
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Case study

Machiavellian Monarchies

The Australian Government is forever a world follower in global affairs. This federation is
subservient to the Elizabeth Saxe-Coburg-Gotha II inbred European Monarchy. This explains why
it never takes the lead to challenge status quo corrupt institutions that persecute whistleblowers.

Mainstream media widely reported that the Australian Government offered Julian Assange no
bona fide consular services during the time he took refuge in Ecuador’s London Embassy.

Australia is a worthwhile case to analyze for those who have an interest in cloak-and-dagger
Machiavellian Monarchies. Australia’s former Ambassador to London, Alexander Downer, was
directly involved in disseminating the now-proven fake Russian dossier that aimed to sabotage
Donald Trump’s Presidential bid and Office. Downer’s Ambassadorship was cancelled in 2018.
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End of section review: Who, What, Where, When, Worldwide, Way post

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Witnesses

Cross (2013)

Street Art, Jakarta Indonesia
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Workings
The author of this book constantly applies critical-thinking and graduate level research
methodologies to draw inferences. He triangulates multiple data sources and multiple methods
to validate findings. My analysis eliminates the influence of known contaminated data such as
false information, misleading statements, bias and errors.

Mention of these basic research methods principles above aims to guide critical-thinkers who
conduct their own research. Whether you agree with the research methodologies and
conclusions drawn in this document are of secondary importance. A leading objective of this book
seeks to empower others to conduct free-willed, rigorous research by critically evaluating
multiple quality, relevant materials to draw informed conclusions. Much fake news exists.

The table overleaf offers an introduction to sound research methodologies. It explains how
critical researchers can successfully use this information to evaluate the reliability of original
primary source data such as official government policy documents and interviews with
eyewitnesses whose legitimacy is established. Original evidence is usually more accurate than
secondary data, such as oral hearsay citations that never consult the original speaker.

Where possible, researchers should confirm the accuracy of all primary and secondary evidence
cited by others. An objective of Wikileaks (2019a) aims to identify and sideline fake news so that
its stakeholders can make informed decisions using only authentic material from its agency.
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Critical-thinking – Questioning data sources

Data principle

1. Bias

Example and suggested truth-seeking course-of-action
Sources that are known or suspected to be influenced by a conflict-ofinterest should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: The official Military Tribunals Press Officer issues a routine
monthly media communiqué. The opening statements informs its
audience “The Fourth Wave Tribunals have progressed smoothly over the
past 30 days. No official complaints have been filed by defendants”.
Critical-thinking journalists should question this statement. The adjective
“smoothly” is subjective. It is possible that complaints have been filed by
other parties. Informal complaints may have been lodged verbally.

2. Errors
(accidental)

3. Falsities
(deliberate)

4. Misleading

Data sources that are influenced by factual errors in content and opinions
should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: The Press Officer submits a biography of defendant John Doe to
the Press Corps in error. A journalist detects the error and requests for a
copy of the biography of Jonas Doe. The Press Officer responds: “Oops …
their biographies are similar – they are twin siblings – the John Doe profile
should be acceptable to consult in lieu”. This response is not acceptable.
Accuracy and procedural fairness are paramount in justice forums.
Data sources that supply content that is deliberately fake should be
ignored in most cases or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: An intern Government Press Officer willfully informs the Press
Corps that “there is no daily memorandum update to distribute today”.
This officer is embarrassed by the content of the daily memo. This false
briefing should be reported to a superior, such as the Senior Press Officer.
Data sources that are influenced by misleading content should be ignored
or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: A Defense Attorney states that John Doe has no criminal record
in France and reiterates this point during hearings. This statement
deliberately aims to detract from John’s extensive criminal record in China.
This criminal record may be worth emphasizing in news reports.
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Research texts

Quality open-access (free) research methods textbooks are available via Google Scholar and the
Academia.edu domain. These two book covers shown below are illustration examples.

272 pages

484 pages

The links to these three free resources shown on this page are in the References section of this
document. Shorter articles are also available, such as this brief five page journal article.
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Case study

Snopes for dopes

Professional media personnel have an obligation to think critically and consult a range of quality,
independent, relevant primary data sources in cases where multiple sets of evidence are
accessible. Journalists should avoid taking short-cuts by relying on so-called ‘factcheck sites’.

Factcheck sites may hinder amateur reporters from conducting further research as another party
has ostensibly done the work for them and provided a one word answer such as ‘true’, ‘false’ or
a non-committal response such as ‘unproven’. This image is a vague factcheck response example.

Some factcheck websites allege that journalists consult their databases. Few serious journalists
form an opinion based solely or partially on the information contained on these dubious sites. I
argue that some of these websites aim to exploit the human weakness of ‘laziness’ and
‘ignorance’. Critical-thinking media agents should conduct deep investigations to determine who
owns, manage and staff such websites. They may also evaluate these actors’ ideologies,
background, sources and methods prior to forming an opinion based partially on factcheck sites.
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End of section review: Witnesses

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wikileaks

© Wikileaks press pack: 10 years conference
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Worldwide

This section is an overview of Wikileaks’s institutional policies, modus operandi and
achievements. Discussion centers mostly around statements of fact, as published by Wikileaks.
Details about Julian Assange are ancillary to discussion in Parts five to ten.

I defer discussions about the most serious aspects of the controversies that surround Wikileaks’s
until the third major section of this book titled ‘Witch Hunt’ (see p. 64).

Part five explores Wikileaks’s institutional objectives via an analysis of official policy documents
and public statements. This provides a foundation for the next part titled ‘World Order’. Wikileaks
aims to challenge the global norm of high secrecy among government bodies and supranational
entities that rule over governments such as the United Nations and the European Parliament.

The following section briefly explores high profile public figures who openly support Wikileaks.
Part 8 examines the modus operandi of Wikileaks. Part nine examines Wikileaks’s activities that
this institution and other observers claim are significant victories.

Part 10 offers a brief overview of major setbacks that have undermined Wikileaks’s objectives.
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Case study

Wikipedia wickedness

Wikileaks and Wikipedia are not associated. The only overlap between these institutions is that
their institutions’ names start with ‘Wiki’. According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary (2018)

wiki
noun
wi·ki | \ ˈwi-kē , ˈwē-\

Definition of wiki
: a website that allows visitors to make changes, contributions, or corrections

Wikipedia and Wikileaks have little in common in terms of ideology. The arch editors of
Wikileaks are faceless globalists who push a covert narrative that aligns with mainstream fake
news media. Wikipedia nano-manage all pages that have high-stakes social, cultural, political
and economic consequences. For example, Wikipedia refuse to allow any person to create a
Wikipedia profile in English for journalists and scholars who promote alternative narratives
using quality evidence. These include published, cited scholars and reporters such as Judy
Wood, Deborah Tavares and Jordan Maxwell who have many thousands of public supporters.

Wikipedia (2019b) claim that any person who is frequently cited in independent publications
are worthy of a Wikipedia page. This claim is false. Wikipedia propagates a single narrative.
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Why

The best space to consult Wikileaks’s official objective is probably the ‘About’ page on Wikileaks’s
official web pages. The landscape page overleaf shows the full introduction section on this page.
I encourage astute free thinkers to consult beyond institutions’ current home web page to
comprehend its charter at a deeper level. Web pages merely represent a snapshot when you visit
that site. It is possible that the page was drastically different on prior day/s, month/s or year/s.

The free webservice www.arhive.org captures historical web pages. You can view archival
content on web pages by altering the date option shown in the top right of the screen.

http://web.archive.org/web/20091222210420/http://wikileaks.org/wiki/Wikileaks
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This image may provide a reference for readers to conduct their own independent research to draw free willed conclusions.
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Case study

Alternative narratives

The ideology and objectives of an institution, as published on their home page, are virtually
always contested by the entity’s critics. Some critics may be neutral observers who use sound,
deep research methods and data to support their arguments as opposed to irrational emotions.

Wikileaks is arguably one of the most controversial news and data publication agencies of
modern times. It is easy to find narratives that support, reject or partially support self-published
claims made by Wikileaks using online search engines. This includes articles published by
scholarly journals, mainstream media (e.g. Fox), alternative media and personal blog sites.

This suggestive Huffpost piece claims to know what you think. You can access this article online.

(2017)

This may be an example of a media story that has an agenda – framing Wikileaks’s public image.
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World order

Global mainstream news media and social network media ownership is hyper concentrated.
Oligarch owners pursue the same selfish order that further enriches trillionaire dynastic crime
families such as the European Rothschild banking clan and heavily inbred European royals.

Four established facts support the narrative that I describe above. These are the mockingbird
mainstream media, fake news and subversive criminal fake news. The mass enrichment of media
moguls is consolidating as the middle class disappear in Western economies such as America and
Germany. The first three elements are priority challenges that Wikileaks aims to address.

This YouTube video recorded in early 2018 is the most recent extended interview that Julian
Assange has attended in recent years. Assange problematizes the ways that corporations exploit
artificial intelligence to organize society to advantage elites and suppress the masses.

Assange argues that we live in a world where excessive public data is encrypted by government
agencies to advantage status quo masters and suppress the human masses. Please take notice of
the plain generic wall behind Assange, who is supposedly located inside a terrace house Embassy.
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Facebook

The private wealth of Facebook’s public relations thespian front man, Mark Zuckerberg, is
indicative of how the mass enrichment of media owners rises exponentially, while the global
middle class erodes. This trend may alarm those who support the freedom and empowerment of
humanity at-large. It is public knowledge that Facebook is a criminal business empire. It engages
in unlawful data collection (i.e. spying) at the global level. Facebook was recently fined USD 5
billion by the US Federal Trade Commission for violating privacy laws (CNN, 2019).

Zuckerberg’s net worth is circa USD 62 billion (CNN, 2019). For comparison, please consider
personal income earned by Alaska’s residents in 2017. Alaska’s population of circa 737,000
people earned circa USD 42.1 billion during this calendar year (Alaska Government, 2018, p. 16).
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Mockingbird media

In 1983, around 90% of America’s news media was controlled by 50 companies. By 2012, circa
90% was controlled by just 6 business entities. This intense concentration of mainstream media
enables a narrow collective of commercial interests to coordinate corrupt corporate agendas.

Media commentators note how America’s news channels report stories using near-identical
language and slants. Such presentations typically simplify and polarize political issues as a socalled ‘left versus right’ battle. This image below is a mockingbird media example (Crowley, 2018).

America’s Mockingbird Media
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Trump, treason and Twitter

In recent years, POTUSA, Donald Trump has sent Tweets that suggest a Deep State has plotted
to unlawfully sabotage his Presidency. The accuracy of these claims has not been publicly
contested in an American court. The figure extract below is an official POTUSA retweet dated 28
November 2018. It accuses former high-ranking US Government officials of corrupting the farcical
Mueller Special Investigation; an event his meme retweet labels ‘TREASON’ (Twitter, 2018a).
POTUSA retweet

The incumbent American President has accused Western mainstream media of disseminating
subversive ‘fake news’ in public forums such as Twitter. For example, On 5 September 2018,
President Trump suggested that an anonymous New York Times open editorial that was critical
of his Presidency was tantamount to “TREASON”, per his Tweet shown below (Twitter, 2018b).
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Case study

Free, so they can see?

Numerous alternative reporters such as David Icke claim that most global reach social media
giants that offer free communications devices are fronts for spy agencies. Note that
Facebook and Google are banned in China. This table summarizes examples of these claims.

Agency

Examples of data that it allegedly collects, monitors

Facebook

Most things: your location, family, friends, purchases, hobbies, travels.

Google: YouTube

Your viewing habits.

LinkedIn,

Your entire life course and career.

Gmail.

Your correspondences, digital files, online searches.

MSN chat

Your social habits.

Skype

Your televised chats; can monitor your face shape, voice tone.

Change.org

Monitors/registers those who disagree with government policy.

Reddit

Your opinions and knowledge. Targets so-called ‘regular’ people.

Quora

Your opinions and knowledge. Targets so-called ‘intellectuals’.

Airbnb

Peoples’ movements (guests) and tax avoiders (hosts).

Wikileaks

Subversive insiders who are willing to leak classified data.

These allegations have never been proven and are not mainstream. Airbnb is not a free service
or a social media provider. Wikileaks is included in this table for illustration purposes. You may
ask yourself these questions and reflect on your answers. What if Wikileaks was always nothing
more than a data collection front for intelligence agencies? Might this be the ideal trojan horse
for a dark intelligence agency/government to find out who is subversive of their agenda?
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Wisdom

Wikileaks has relatively few supporters who are high-profile, wealthy, influential public figures.
This is the norm for individuals and collectives whose goal aims to dismantle endemically corrupt
global systems. Some celebrities who support Wikileaks have openly commended the work of
Julian Assange and Wikileaks in the public domain. These people include Pamela Anderson
(Actress), Vivienne Westwood (Designer) and Nigel Farage (Politician). In 2014, footballer Eric
Cantona was recorded working out alongside Julian Assange inside the Ecuadorian Embassy.

In 2018, The Daily Dot (2018) named a handful of public celebrities who signed an open-letter
requesting the restoration of Julian Assange’s access to the internet and other communications.
This list of names is relatively short, given the massive profile of Wikileaks and Assange.

Prior to 2019, Wikileaks’s strongest support came from Ecuador’s Government. This notably
included former Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa who served in this role in 2007 to 2017.
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Case study

Powerful ally?

Prior to his appointment to the office of POTUSA, Donald Trump publicly stated “I love Wikileaks” as cited in the article below. According to the
Australian Broadcasting Corporation (2019) President Trump cited Wikileaks at least 130 times in the final month of his Presidential campaign.

At face-value, there is evidence that Wikileaks’s anti-corruption, pro transparency agenda shares many similarities with the famed ‘MAGA –
Drain the Swamp’ mantra and deeds. May you consult widely and draw your own conclusions.
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Ways

Wikileaks’s modus operandi broadly falls into three major categories of data management:
solicitation, engagement and dissemination. The same might be said of most news agencies.

Wikileaks maintains a separate web page that explains how and when agents may opt to supply
data to their agency. The screen print overleaf captures the first two sections of this policy. I
invite curious readers to visit this relatively short webpage via the link shown overleaf.
Wikileaks promote this policy in various public forums such as webcasts (e.g. NBC News, 2016).

Any person/s may submit information to Wikileaks as encrypted (i.e. coded) data. They may also
chat with Wikileaks staff via encrypted online chat. Wikileaks’s policies (2019f) claim that they do
not need to capture the locations or identity of those who supply data to their agency.

Wikileaks disseminate data via two main forums. The first are raw data uploads. As a matter of
institutional policy, Wikileaks aim to offer minimal commentary to support information that they
publicize. Wikileaks’s editors have publicly stated that much so-called journalism are facts that
are spun and distorted by those who aim to push a covert agenda. Because Wikileaks provide
minimal commentary to support public data sharing, they may be promoting the maximization
of free-willed critical thinking among their audiences. Consumers of Wikileaks’s data may think
and act in a free willed manner to connect the dots and draw their own informed conclusions.
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Database Dump ‘Journalism’

Julian Assange and Wikileaks are arguably innovators of a new or adapted style of ‘pure’
journalism. ‘Data journalism’ and ‘Database journalism’ are accepted sub-fields of journalism
within mainstream scholarly and media discourses. Journalists who work in this area typically
construct a body of facts that relate to a specific field (e.g. surgery) or sub-field (e.g. brain surgery)
and support these facts with analysis. Such information may be communicated via words (e.g.
documentaries), text (e.g. a series of news articles) and other formats such as interactive digital
media and static media, such as diagrams embedded into print news articles.

The International Consortium of Investigative Journalists (2019) offer a detailed, dedicated web
page on Data Journalism for those who aim to learn more about this sub-field of journalism.

The breadth of this sub-field extends beyond the basic introduction provided above.
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Many journalists argue that Wikileaks does not engage in Data Journalism as it often provides no
analysis to supplement massive data dumps that it uploads online. For example, see:

A small percentage of uploads are later analyzed in other forums such as press conferences.

On the other side of the coin, other industry analysts blatantly describe Wikileaks’s data dump
modus operandi as an innovative form of new style journalism, as suggested in Harlow’s (2010)
blog above. As discussed in Part 2, there is no authority that has jurisdiction to define the nouns
‘journalism’ and ‘journalist’. May you freely draw your own conclusions about what nouns, if any,
you feel are appropriate to define Wikileaks’s data dump modus operandi.

This image below is an example of a Wikileaks webpage that is dedicated to supporting data
dumps for a specific topic of public interest. The title page is self-explanatory.
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This Wikileaks webpage titled “Index of /file/” contains hundreds of files that do not seem to
relate to a single unified topic. The title of this web page is suggestive that this is a core file share
space on Wikileaks’s official website. It is unclear why many of these files are dated 1984. The
content relates to information that was mostly created after 2000.

Webpage extract.
The number 1984 is suggestive of George Orwell’s book titled ‘1984’ per this book’s cover. A free
copy of Orwell’s book is currently available at: https://www.planetebook.com/free-ebooks/1984.pdf
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Case study

Manning ethics

According to Wikileaks folk lore, Julian Assange volunteered this suggestive line ‘Curious eyes
never run dry in my experience’ in an encrypted chat with Chelsea (then Bradley) Manning.

Julian ostensibly offered this ‘encouragement’ in response to US Army Private Manning stating:
“after this upload, that’s all I really have got left.” Such encouragement may have been unethical
as it may embolden Private Manning to seek more classified data beyond what he possessed and
was willing to share. This interesting argument rarely features in news media. This is probably
because Manning had already volunteered mammoth amounts of classified military data.
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Worries

The ethics of Wikileaks’s massive data uploads have attracted widespread criticism, even among
those who support Wikileaks’s aims in principle. As a matter of policy, Wikileaks does not censor
file uploads provided by other sources.

Two prime reasons account for its general policy of uploading massive data dumps without
editing them. The first justification concerns censorship. Because Wikileaks rarely edit or restrict
file uploads, they cannot be accused of censorship. This aligns with its core value of universal
transparency. The second factor concerns resources. Some files provided by a source contain
millions of pages of data in formats such as CSV text and PDF. Wikileaks do not have the resources
to edit these documents. Many sources are authored in languages that Wikileaks’s staff don’t
speak. If Wikileaks attempted to translate, edit and censure this data, this may take years to
accomplish. This delay may render the information no longer useful in terms of public usefulness.

I concur, in principle, with those who argue that Wikileaks’s massive, unedited file uploads could
potentially endanger the safety of persons whose names are contained in or associated with the
file uploads. For example, Wikileaks uploads have identified covert data gathering agents (spies)
whose missions arguably aim to serve the greater good of humanity at-large and the planet.
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Turkey, December 2017
This mainstream media news article is about a specific demographic – Turkish women who are members of Erdogan’s ruling Justice and
Development Party. This article claims that millions of Turkish women’s personal details were published in a mass uncensored Wikileaks dump.

According to this article, this data dump includes every female voter in 79 of 81 voting jurisdictions. This book’s author made a conscious ethicsbased decision to not visit this Wikileaks dump site to confirm this claim. This statement aims to encourage readers to reflect on the ethical
implications of independent Wikileaks researchers reviewing innocent private citizen’s personal data that they have not approved for publication.
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Wins

The victories achieved by Wikileaks are subjective and controversial. Wikileaks furthers its cause
when it secures genuine classified data and publishes this information in the public interest.

On the other hand, the consensus among Wikileaks’s critics, is that every self-called victory of
Wikileaks further lowers its status. Two broad criticisms shape these debates. Wikileaks is
unethical because it publishes other peoples’ private data without consent (Lewis, 2015). Others
label Wikileaks a criminal entity. Many acts that Wikileaks conduct beyond Sweden’s borders may
violate various nation’s privacy laws, theft laws, anti-computer hacking laws and other laws. The
same might be said of those who provide data to Wikileaks (e.g. Greenberg, 2019).

A self-called Wikileaks victory is the claim that it has never been proven in a court of law that
Wikileaks has published fake data.

This screen shot is an example of this public claim. Page 3 of this book is another example.
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In the spirit of this book, may you freely decide which activities of Wikileaks, if any, you conclude
are victories for the greater good of humanity and the planet at-large.

Annex 4 contains a chronological listing of files uploaded by Wikileaks, as published by Wikipedia.
This image is a screen shot that captures the first page of this archive.

‘

I invite free willed people to visit Wikipedia’s ‘Julian Assange’ and ‘Wikileaks’s pages to see if they
detect fake news bias or discrepancies that contradict other credible sources.
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Case study

Setbacks

Wikileaks has suffered setbacks since 2006. Its hostile relationship with banks and financial
intermediaries is an example. Payment facilitators such as Visa, Mastercard and PayPal have
excluded Wikileaks from their systems. This article from 2010 captures this development.

Wikileaks published a discussion document on this problem in 2011. You can read this at:
https://wikileaks.org/IMG/pdf/WikiLeaks-Banking-Blockade-Information-Pack.pdf

Wikileaks overcame this obstacle. You may research this topic to learn how they did so.
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End of section review: Worldwide, Why, World order, Wisdom, Ways, Worries, Wins

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Witch Hunt

The Mirror (2012)

Stefani Germanotta transits the Ecuadorian Embassy in 2012 and directs energy on Assange.
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Wrongdoers

This section centers around two dramatic milestones in the personal history of Julian Assange
since 2010. The first incident concerns allegations of sexual assault made by two women in
Sweden in late 2010. The second event concerns the unsealing of a Federal Indictment in the
United States of America in 2019. This document charges Assange with multiple felony crimes
against that state. These fall within the broad category of crimes known as ‘espionage’.

Julian Assange was arrested by Scotland Yard in Central London, England on December 7, 2010.
He was arrested to execute an international arrest warrant filed by Sweden’s Justice Department.
Assange was awarded bail by Britain’s High Court on December 16, 2010. His bail was set at
240,000 British Pounds. Other bail conditions included surrendering his passport, a curfew at a
Suffolk Mansion, wearing a tracking device and reporting to police once daily.

On 12 June 2012, Julian Assange entered the Ecuadorian Embassy in London and sought political
asylum under the United Nations (UN) Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 1951.
Ecuador granted Assange political asylum protection status on August 16, 2012. Ecuador awarded
Julian Assange naturalization citizenship on December 12, 2017. Julian Assange lived inside the
Ecuadorian Embassy from 12 June 2012 until 11 April 2019. Ecuador revoked Assange’s
citizenship on April 11, 2019. He was arrested by British Police inside the embassy for breach of
bail on the same day. He is in police custody in Britain and faces extradition to the USA.
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Sweden

Julian Assange has perpetually maintained that the sexual assault charges filed against him in
Sweden are false allegations that are politically motivated. He claims that covert powers
orchestrating these charges aim to use imprisonment to stall his work with Wikileaks.

Mainstream media reports of the timeline between 2010 and 2019 are consistent with those
reported by Court House News (2019) below. Senior Swedish Prosecutor Ingrid Isgren
interviewed Julian Assange in the Ecuadorian Embassy in November 2016.

Assange has never been tried in a Swedish court or another court for these allegations. Therefore,
there is little to report beyond the major developments shown in the news article above.
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June 12th, 2012 to April 11th, 2019

Julian Assange spent around 2, 494 days living inside the Ecuadorian Embassy. Assange was not
seen or heard for the bulk of these 2, 494 days. On 28 March 2018, the Ecuadorian Government
revoked Assange’s Internet access, per the Ecuadorian Government Tweet communiqué below.

*

Tweet available at: https://twitter.com/ComunicacionEc/status/979027961411194880/photo/1

The Ecuadorian Government claimed that Assange violated a written agreement that he made
with its government in late 2017 to not interfere in the affairs of other states within the confines
of their Embassy. Wikileaks’s spokesperson publicly denies this claim (Wikileaks, 2019, NP).
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Relegation
Julian Assange remained Chief Editor of Wikileaks until shortly after the Ecuadorian Embassy cut
his electronic communications access on March 28, 2018. The Ecuadorian Embassy severely
restricted his access to non-essential visitors around the same time in early 2018.

Wikileaks’s spokesperson states that it was impossible for Julian to remain Chief Editor without
access to electronics and visitors such as journalists and witnesses. Assange appointed Kristinn
Hrafnsson to the Chief Editor role. Hrafnsson is an Icelandic journalist. He served as WikiLeaks’
principal spokesperson from 2010 to 2016 per the Tweet below.

This unilateral appointment is suggestive that Wikileaks’s is Assange’s personal institution.
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Routine
With t

From June 2012 to March 2018, Julian Assange conducted routine work with Wikileaks inside the
Ecuadorian Embassy that was broadly comparable to his modus operandi with this entity in the
years prior to 2012. Julian Assange attended webinars as guest speaker. He also hosted numerous
media interviews with journalists, human rights activists and others inside the embassy and via
satellite. This media interview uploaded on YouTube is indicative of Julian’s interviews conducted
via satellite, e.g. via Skype type videos, between June 2012 and March 2018.

During this five-year time span, Julian promoted several books endorsed by Wikileaks.

These books are examples of several texts authored by Wikileaks/Assange (2015; 2014; 2011).
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United Nations

During his five years inside the Ecuadorian Embassy in London, Julian made several public
appearances on this embassy’s balcony. These were mostly press announcements. Recordings of
these videos are easy to trace on video hosting platforms such as YouTube and DTube.

Julian’s most famous balcony appearance is probably his announcement on February 5, 2016 that
the United Nations Human Rights Council deemed that his refuge in the Ecuadorian Embassy was
arbitrary detention as Britain threatened to arrest an asylum seeker if he tried to exit an embassy
and arrange passage to safe harbor, i.e. Ecuador. This detention is illegal under International Law.

The Nation (2016)

As shown on the page overleaf, the United Nations Office of the Human Rights Commissioner
issued a press release titled, quote “UN experts urge UK to honour rights obligations and let Mr.
Julian Assange leave Ecuador embassy in London freely”.
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Source: https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=24042
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Pamela Anderson
Canadian-American actress Pamela Anderson visited Julian Assange in the Ecuadorian Embassy
around six times between mid-2016 and February 2017.

Daily Mail (2017)

According to media reports, and Anderson, this actress delivered vegan food to Julian Assange at
these visits. Anderson publicly promotes herself as vegan advocate and an animal rights activist.

According to seasoned Julian Assange-Wikileaks reporters and observers, Julian was never seen
in public, in person, between 19 May 2017 and 11 April 2019. Many independent reports
questioned the status of his health and whereabouts for the next two years.
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https://www.newsweek.com/julian-assange-go-ecuador-leave-embassy-uk-1247236
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Sean Hannity

According to Fox News, newsreader Sean Hannity interviewed Julian Assange inside the London
Ecuadorian Embassy on January 3, 2017. Fox broadcast this meet on the same day. Copies of this
interview are easy to find via online video platforms such as YouTube (e.g. Fox News 2017).

Independent media observers question whether Hannity ever met with Assange inside the
London Ecuadorian Embassy. Two observations are dominant among these discussions. First is
the observation that Julian’s and Sean’s chairs seem to be at different heights, even though they
are ostensibly sitting on the same type of chair in the same room. The second observation is that
there are few moving video shots that show Julian and Sean in the same frame. This is strange
given that they are ostensibly sitting approximately three feet apart.

Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) and body doubles are common in high-stakes power politics.

This YouTube video above shows how researchers at the University of Washington created a
convincing fake video of Obama giving a speech. They extracted real words spoken by Obama in
the past and use artificial stupidity (AI) trickery to move his lips in synch with fake speech.
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Dead man switch
On October 16, 2016 Wikileaks sent three Tweets from its official Twitter account. These Tweets are shown below.

Media commentators have labelled these cryptic codes ‘Dead Man Switches’. The timing of these cryptic Tweets coincides with the
last time that Julian Assange was last seen in public until May 19, 2017 with his new look short locks haircut and fresh-faced looks.
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I Tawt I Taw a Puddy Tat

Julian’s sweet kitten, ‘James’, was delivered to the Ecuadorian Embassy circa early May 2016.
Images of Julian with his pussycat exist in numerous public domains (e.g. CNN/AP, 2016).

There are no known photos of Julian with his matured puss puss. James appeared in the Window
of the London Ecuadorian Embassy after October 2016. His famous white-haired friend did not.
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Cat burglar

On August 21, 2016 a cat burglar was seen scaling the wall of Ecuador’s London Embassy.

Somehow, I don’t think that this burglar was after Julian’s pussycat. London’s Police took two
hours to respond to an intrusion complaint lodged by the Ecuadorian Embassy.

“The Wikileaks Twitter account reported early this week that an unidentified
man attempted to scale the wall of the Ecuadorian Embassy in the U.K. at 2:47
am. The “cat burglar” escaped security and managed to flee to safety while
embassy security waited two hours for U.K. police to take the two minute walk
from the police station to the embassy housing internationally-known
whistleblower Julian Assange.” (Zero Hedge, 26 August 2018).

This slow response time violates protocols for the protection of foreign embassies. According to
media outlets (e.g. RT, 2018) an intruder tried to enter the Ecuadorian Embassy again in 2018.
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Surveillance
Some of Julian’s staunchest public supporters are critical of the fact that Julian seemed to be
under 24/7 video surveillance during his stay inside London’s Ecuadorian Embassy. The Reuters
image below is among the most famous moving images available via online platforms such as
YouTube. A new style Julian seems to be getting his daily exercise on a skateboard.

Circa 2019
Looking very ‘Aussieesque’: You can take the doppelganger out of Australia ….

This author’s view is that it was a wise for the Ecuadorian Embassy staff to record Julian’s life
inside their Embassy. Julian was among the most endangered refugees on the planet during his
stay inside this London Embassy. If he had been maimed or killed, there likely would have been
mass protests, complaining that Julian was not under protected video surveillance. Some public
commentators always automatically argue the opposite, knee-jerk style.
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Expulsion
Julian Assange was expelled from the Ecuadorian Embassy by force on April 11, 2019. Incumbent
Ecuadorian President Lenín Moreno administered the order. According to Moreno, Assange’s
refuge in the Embassy was untenable partially because he had ostensibly refused to desist
meddling in the affairs of other nation states from within the confines of his London embassy.

Julian Assange was carried from the Embassy. At no time did his feet touch British ‘soil’. His British
police handlers do not opt to place Julian down for a second. Videos of this bizarre incident,
captured only by Russia Times, are freely available on YouTube (e.g. RT, 2019).

As he was carried from the embassy, Assange shouted “you must resist” and “the UK must resist”.
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Gore Vidal
Julian Assange carried a copy of Gore Vidal’s book titled ‘History of the National Security State’
published in 2014. Gore’s book was published posthumously. Vidal passed away in 2012.

meme.me (2019)

Astute minds – which I assume includes those of all readers, can find details about this book and
book reviews via simple online searches via platforms such as Bing.com and DuckDuckGo.
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Extracts of Gore Vidal’s book ‘History of the National Security State’ are currently available on this web link shown below. There are 48 pages
available. https://www.docdroid.net/miaUJFl/gore-vidal-history-of-the-national-security-state-includes-vidal-on-america-0.pdf#page=15

© Paul Jay
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Her Majesty’s displeasure
According to two online news channels, including Russia Times (RT), authentic video footage of
a fresh-faced Julian Assange inside HM Belmarsh Prison, England has been smuggled from this
penitentiary. This video footage is almost six minutes in duration. A still image from this video is
shown below. This footage is dated July 2019 – according to Russian Times media.

Video available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0UEv7C8Bco
Assange is probably the most famous prisoner. He is apparently no friend of the Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha inbred European Monarchy and vice versa. I ask you to consider these questions;


Why did the British prison authorities ostensibly allow this video to be ‘leaked’?



How can you confirm that this white man is Assange and not a body-double or CGI?



How can any audience be certain of the date of this video recording?

Fake news and pretend ‘leaks’ are a staple of mainstream media, including the Government
owned Russia Times. Some high-stakes mainstream political news is authentic. The bulk is phony
baloney. Mainstream media deception is a premise and core reason for Wikileaks’s existence.
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Lizzie’s Secret
The secret to a lily white 93 years old complexion? Sleep double deeper than a commoner’s body.

Rare topless head pictures of Elizabeth Saxe-Coburg and Gotha II. Please visit these web pages and closely check the pixel quality.
https://www.gulftoday.ae/lifestyle/2019/05/21/queen-elizabeth-tours-chelsea-flower-show?tag=&search=&sorting=&date=&pageNumber=1224

Resting in peace digital dress and pearl necklace airbrushed ‘photograph’ © Chris Levine 2018
http://german.fansshare.com/gallery/photos/10820132/voc-pool-mona-pic-elizabeth-closed-eyes-of-england/?displaying
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Case study

IMF loan to Ecuador

On March 11, 2019, the International Monetary Fund announced that its executive had approved
USD4.2 billion loans. This is an economic aid package to develop Ecuador’s economic policies.

Ecuador revoked Julian Assange’s citizenship and asylum status one month later. Numerous
media commentators speculate that Ecuador’s new President, Lenín Moreno, was covertly
bribed by agents who puppeteer the IMF’s secretive, corrupt board. Moreno was appointed
President on May 24, 2017. This newly appointed President inherited the Assange political
asylum deal brokered by former Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa in 2012.
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End of section review: Witch hunt

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Weighing

© Entertainment One Films et al. (2013)
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Well-intended
This section provides a brief evaluation of Wikileaks’s modus operandi within a framework of
journalism ethics. This analysis places Wikileaks’s operations in a context that may enable readers
to once again evaluate whether they consider Wikileaks to be an entity that engages in
professionalism journalism. Part two outlined how this institution’s status is fiercely contested.

Discusssion draws on an open-access 86-page book researched and published by this author in
2018 – shown below. This original contemporary scholarly publication provides a comprehensive
template to support practitioners in the field to self-evalaute the ethics of their work practices.

Book free to download at https://journalistethics.com/

The one page summary ethical checklist appears on page 25 of this book and the page overleaf.
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The summary feedback below is merely the opinion of the author. I do not cite evidence partially
to simplify this chapter. A second reason is that the author aims to encourage others to think
critically and evaluate a body of primary evidence to freely draw their own conlusions. The
bolded check box indicates that this option is normally the ethical course-of-action.

The tones of Wikileaks’s public communications are rarely petty or distasteful.

Not directly or intentionally. Some seasoned media observers argue that Wikileaks gains status
from revealing embarassing/private details about innocent parties. The Chelsea Manning
allegations case study (‘Curious eyes never run dry’) is an example where Wikileaks has been
accused of pressuring a vulnerable person to supply more data.

This seems to be the case in Sweden. Wikileaks claims to host servers in other undisclosed
countries. It is not clear if these other offshore servers comply with local laws.
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This institution’s policy power is concentrated within one individual. By defintion, Julian Assange
seems to comply with his personal ‘institutional’ charter.

Most Wikileaks dumps are not supported with analytical commentary. Wikileaks claim that it has
never been proven that they have uploaded fake data. This immaculate track record partially
mitigates that ‘unethical’ rating for this category.

This allegation is rarely directed at Wikileaks. Wikileaks’s writers and public speakers invariably
use langauge that is direct, jargon free and is accessible to mainstream audiences.

Data and facts underpin Wikileaks’s modus operandi. To some degree, Wikileaks is also a
predictive agency. For example, lead figures such as Julian Assange make reference to a world
that is trending towards the mass misery Orwellian 1984 surveillance state (e.g. in Ruptly, 2014).
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The vast bulk of Wikileaks’s public shares are data dumps. A minority are supported by written
and spoken communiqués that connect dots by comparing indpendent data sets.

Wikileaks mostly satisfy this criteria via public forum accountabilities. Wikileaks’s journalists and
spokespersons do not covertly or overtly act to shut down debate. Wikileaks staff routinely
conduct public interviews and engage with interviewers who pose hostile/critical questions.

As above, i.e., see ‘Explores reasonable counter arguments’.

This is a major strength of Wikileaks. They rarely, if ever, use clickbait.

Wikileaks have never been proven to have deliberately or accidentally shared fake data.
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Wikileaks, as a matter of policy, are beholden to no interests. This claim has never been proven
to be false. Wikileaks do not disclose financial sponsors’s names and donations. In the current
context, this concealment is probably fair. Wikileaks is a pariah organization. It has minimal
support at the governmental level.

This is Wikileaks’s strength.

Per part 8 of this book, Wikileaks fearlessly and shamelessly discloses its objective. Morever, its
walks the talk – it does what it claims to do.

Wikileaks boldly and covertly act in a manner consitent with its charter. It does not use deception
to invert its publicly disclosed agenda.
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Wikileaks mass data dumps, without edits, may endanger innocent and guilty parties.

Wikileaks does not censor dissenters and others. It publishes all classified information that it
believes is in the public interest and does so without fear or favor.

Few data providers wish to be identified. This reality cannot be held against Wikileaks. Wikileaks
acknowledge the names of public presenters. Many press releases and media communiqués do
not credit an author, i.e., Wikileaks is the author by default. I am not aware of any public claims
that argue Wikileaks unfairly conceals the identities of authors who prefer public recognition.

This image below is an illustration of Wikileaks volunteering public credits to other parties.
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There is no credible evidence to suggest that Wikileaks censors dissenting staff.

Many persons invited to attend Wikileaks’s events are recognized names in their field.

Interestingly, Wikileaks’s longest serving Chief Editor, Julian Assange, holds no qualifications in
information tecnology, cyber security, journalism or related fields. He is credited as principle
research assistant for the revised eidtion of a cybersecurity book titled Underground (2001).

I welcome readers to visit the profiles of Wikileaks’s advisory board at:
https://wikileaks.org/wiki/WikiLeaks:Advisory_Board

None of Wikileaks’s Board members seem to belong to a professional journalistic body that
enforces ethics and other professional standards on associates as a condition of continued
registration. This is a grey area. In virtually all jurisdicitons, any person can label themselves with
nouns such as ‘investigative journalist’, ‘citizen journalist’ and ‘freelance journalist’.
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The bulk of Wikileaks’s communiqués concern serious issues such as genocide, corruption,
financial crimes and state-sponsored organized crime. In the broader context of Wikileaks’s
corpus of works, this institution states that it works towards a just and transparent world order.

Detailed templates

Six criteria shown in the one-page Ethics template on page 87 are supported with detail subcriteria templates. These templates appear in pages 78 to 81 in the open-access Journalism Ethics
book by Jericho (2018). Annex 2 of this document provides a full copy of these seven templates.
For illustration purposes I show the ‘Fairness’ detailed template on this page, below.
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Prizes
Independent institutes have awarded Wikileaks several media and journalism awards. This list
below published by Wikileaks (2019) proudly showcases these achievements.

May you freely assess which prizes shown above that you consider to be honorable and/or
prestigious. Many seasoned independent media commentators such as David Icke claim that we
live in an inverse world. For example, some argue that the Nobel ‘Peace’ Prize has been awarded
to genocidal warmongers (e.g. Mahdaw, 2017 in Guardian).

“Fair is foul, and foul is fair. Hover through the fog and filthy air"
(Shakespeare, 1.1.12-13).
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Case study

Daniel Domscheit-Berg

Daniel Domscheit-Berg was a Wikileaks’ associate who did not always enjoy harmonious relations
with Julian Assange. The nature and degree of conflict between Daniel and Julian is worthy of
private investigation, referring to primary data such as video interviews where Daniel and Julian
speak directly about this matter. Nowadays, corporate mainstream news, a dubious secondary
source, gloat about any Wikileaks’ setback, such as the Julian-Daniel fallout (e.g. Wired 2011).

2011

Domscheit-Berg was a Wikileaks spokesperson between 2007 to 2010. Videos of Daniel
Domscheit-Berg explaining his reasons for exiting Wikileaks are available online. This video is an
example. Some of the criticisms that Daniel offers includes allegations about lack of transparency,
Julian’s autocratic management style and Wikileaks’s undue political interference.

Is it possible that Daniel’s criticism of Julian aimed to increase book sales and promote his venture
OpenLeaks? OpenLeaks.org no longer exists. You may view this defunct website’s activities at:
https://web.archive.org/web/collections/20160401000000*/http://openleaks.org/
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End of section review: Weighing

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Wigs

© 99designs.com and Dezinerly
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Whiskers

Your super-sleuth brief by the Australian Stupidity Intelligence Organisation (ASIO):
99: Your role, mole, is to locate and MK Ultra Julian Assange. He has not been seen
for 17 hours. The agency has no information about his current appearance.

Good Luck, mole. The only tip that you can rely on is that Julian isn’t naturally overweight, bald
or tanned.

Julian’s hair style and facial hair changes more frequently and wildly than the trade price of the
Bitcoin security services spy racket. For those of you who aren’t in on the Bitcoin gag – no one
has ever publicly announced who created, owns or manages the Bitcoin spy racket. Seriously. Yet
milliions of people have spent and lost billions of dollars on this Swiss piss.

Satoshi Nakamoto. Really? A hook to satanism (small s) for those with a decoding mind.
https://home.cern 666 logo. CERN gave a clue: 17 million Bitcoins mined. 17 = Deep State.
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Q
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Spiky, 2010 (stylebistro.com)

Stuffy (2010)

Studly 2017 (Vox)
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Suave 2016 (BBC)
Sherwood Forest 2017 (S/C)

Smart ass (Date: Top Secret) © CBS

Senatorial, 2014 (Wikipedia, 2019a)

Shaved 2012
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Santa-like (2019)

© The Independent

Stick-on silk doppelganger? (2019)

Sanctified, 2019, (Voice of America)
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Way forward

Assange et al. (2012)

Available open-access at:
https://www.scribd.com/read/235106324/Cypherpunks-Freedom-and-the-Future-of-the-Internet#
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Wherabouts

On May 1, 2019 Julian Assange was sentenced to 50 weeks incarceration by Judge Deborah Taylor
for absconding on bail in 2012. No photos or moving images of Assange in court were publicized.

Julian is scheduled to appear in court in February 2020 to fight extradition to the USA (Reuters,
2019). As at August 2019, the fate of Julian Assange is difficult to predict. In the short-term, his
fate depends on decisions made by Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service.

The immiment Brexit, i.e., extracting Britian from the European Union, may restrict Assange’s
legal manoevres to Her Majesty’s legal system. The UK Supreme Court would be his last appeal
option. The United Nations cannot force Britain to comply with contradictory UN judicial rulings.
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Case study

Fair is foul

Many informed journalists theorize that the current American administration secretly do not
consider Assange to be an enemy of their state. Others argue the opposite (e.g. ABC, 2019).

Prior to 2012, Julian Assange was a darling in the mainstream corporate media when it suited
their toxic globalist agenda. As shown in the image above, Time Magazine published a media
article authored by Fareed Zakaria in December 2010 stating ‘And why it hasn’t hurt America’ in
context response the first story on its cover about Julian’s disclosure of secrets. In recent years,
the tables have turned. The mainstream fake news media vilifies Assange at every opportunity.
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Wrapup

Wikileaks Tweet (2019)
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Benjamin Fulford (2018) offers an intriguing interpretation of the Julian Assange circus.

This Letter to the Editor response is an opinion piece. It is not journalism. This newsletter rarely
cites methods or sources. On the other side of the coin, Ben’s comment about Time Magazine is
interesting. Nowadays, many – not all – ‘Person of the Year’ anointings by Time are dubious. I
question what the Mossad could gain from orchestrating a Wikileaks sideshow. The high value of
Fulford’s theory stems from his perceptive point that things are rarely what they seem on the
surface, especially in the domain of stratosphere-stakes cloak-and-dagger dirtball politics.

I located Ben’s article after this book’s draft was complete. It reminded me of niggly thoughts
that I had while writing – like the PayPal restoration. Why was Assange not assassinated prior to
entering the embassy? The only explanation that I could surmise was ‘divine help’. Perhaps I was
psy-opped by the holy mural propagated by corporate media after the 2019 embassy debacle.
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E N J O Y

T H E

S H O W

In July 2019, America’s Congress passed a statute amendment that authorizes online
broadcasting of the 911 Military Tribunals from Guantanamo Bay. The image below captures this
low-profile development that has attracted sparse mainstream media coverage.

It’s all just an inverted movie?

© Small, 1957

Will Julian appear at America’s 911 Military Tribunals? Probably. As a star Witness for the
Prosecution. That’s just my humble opinion. And opinions and journalism aren’t synonyms.
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Fair is foul and foul is fair?

In 2016, the usual Hollywood spellbinding suspects released this movie, shown below.

© Open Road

According to Hollywood, Edward Snowden is a national hero. Yes, quite possibly. On the other
side of the coin, Hollywood is an inverted collective. Warped is wonderful. Righteous is rotten.

Please, Hollywood – don’t make a mini documentary spelling the praises of this modest book.
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Waiting

2020

Wikileaks is probably the most famous non-corporate global media entity on the planet. Its
household brand recognition in news broadcasting possibly dwarfs the collosal Disney media
empire (ABC, ESPN et al.) – a brand that many people associate with Mickey, magic and minors.

The positive of the Wikileaks narrative is that it shines a krypton laserbeam on the problem of
pervasive government secrecy – the opposite of Wikileaks’s healthy obsession with transparency.

To this author, Assange’s personal narrative reinforces the fact that the proper nouns ‘journalist’
and ‘journalism’ are slippery words. Any person can label themselves a citizen journalist. Julian’s
lack of formal qualification in any discipline illustrates this point. Journalism is an old profession.
Nonetheless, it lacks a scholastic framework imposed on other noble callings such as Nursing.

Assange and Wikileaks do not seem to comprehend the apex power of the satanic Deep State
Committee of 300 (Jericho, 2019). This is evident from their simplistic problemetization of
‘American Empire’ – a fantasy scapegoat distraction pupeteered by Europe’s inbred dark nobility.

In a similar vein to Seinfeld, Wikileaks is a solo silo. Says mere me. May us keyboard moles think
critically, consult quality primary data and form free conclusions based on the information at
hand. And take no Hollywood style CGI delusuions or illusions for granted. This world is a Psy-op.
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Red flags

Julian Assange, Wikileaks

Another ‘David versus Goliath’, university ‘dropout’ genius media narrative.
Little is known of Julian’s childhood - e.g. media narrative ‘attended 37 schools’.
Supposedly has encryption skills that the Mossad, CIA, MI6 etc. cannot crack.
Assange was anointed Person of the Year by ‘deep state’ magazine Time in 2010.
Wikileaks was locked out of the global banking system but later overcame this.
Has changed appearances more times than a hyperactive chameleon.
Was not seen in public in person between 19 May 2017 and 11 April 2019.
Wikileaks’s arch data provider, Bradley Manning, was detected by investigators.
Wikileaks is a solo star startup – typical of front-men startups like Facebook.
Uploads mass data files of innocent citizens without edits or apologies.
Received billions of dollars of free corporate media coverage with varying slants.
Seemed to be aware in advance of the favorable UN Report in 2016.
Julian was not harmed in public pre 2012, as an arch enemy of powerful states.
Wikileaks’s ‘American Empire’ rhetoric shows zero insight of the Committee 300.
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White hats

Julian Assange, Wikileaks

Wikileaks’s activities severely undermined Hillary Clinton’s Presidential bid.

Data dumps such as the ‘Pope Orders’ supposedly embarrass powerful elites.

Assange’s work with Dr. Drefyfus in the 1990s is consistent with his narrative.

The person who assumes the Assange persona in public has a consistent accent.

Wikileaks brings the problem of government secrecy into mainstream domains.

Nowadays, Wikileaks is an arch enemy of numerous corporate media giants.

Has publicly fingered Facebook as a covert global spying network.

Fingers mainstream corporate media as biased, fake information providers.

Brings attention to the 1984 misery surveillance slave state global master plan.
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Concluding case study

World slavery – IELTS Australia

The ultra-wealthy, University of Sydney is a classic example of how corrupt fake universities may
threaten defamation lawsuits to evade media coverage of common knowledge global crimes.

As shown in the image below, the University of Sydney is the global public relations face of the
IELTS human trafficking crime syndicate that targets Asian and Arab international students who
invest their families’ life savings in an Australian education and promised migration opportunity.

The University of Sydney blatantly prostitutes its established global brand to promote trust in
IELTS’s secretive, fraudulent academic assessment regime. The image above shows that the
University of Sydney astutely identifies youthful Asians as its most profitable target demographic.

This image above is devious. The vast majority of IELTS’s scam victims experience poverty and
depression for repeatedly failing the rigged writing test by 0.5. The reference to “3 million” above
is an exaggeration. IELTS does not test 3 million smiling clients each year. It uses its monopoly
power to fail circa 500,000 Asian students approximately 5 times each per year. The Australian
Government expels these local graduates from Australia because they ‘cannot speak English’.
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IELTS, IDP Education (IELTS Australia), British Council (IELTS) employees

Do you reside and work in a jurisdiction where it is perfectly lawful for you to download your
employer’s database and share this with a third-party agency based on your own initiative?

https://www.wikileaks.org/wiki/Wikileaks:Submissions
In recent decades, countless young citizens of Asia and other regions have committed suicide as
they had repeatedly failed their rigged IELTS scam writing test by a fake margin of 0.5 marks.

RIP Angel
Why does IELTS Australia scam billions of dollars from vulnerable young Asian international
students? So that criminals like Margaret Gardner of Monash University may earn million-dollar
plus salaries partially funded from IELTS dividends. Let’s make 2020 the year of International
Students and consign IELTS and its human trafficking to the trash can. See www.ielts.agency

International suicide assistance and prevention: https://www.iasp.info/resources/Crisis_Centres/
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End of book review

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Selected Wikileaks webpages

News
(Last upload at mid-August 2019 was dated 7 June 2019)
https://wikileaks.org/-News-.html

Podesta emails
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/

Pope Orders
https://wikileaks.org/popeorders/

Recent publications
https://our.wikileaks.org/Main_Page

Spy Files Russia
https://wikileaks.org/spyfiles/russia/
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Annex 2 Ethical journalism – Comprehensive templates

Ethical Journalism: Fairness

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Guideline
Uses hateful or degrading speech.
Exploits disempowered persons/groups.
Obtains permission to quote sources.
Respects the dignity of others; avoids undue
humiliation, shaming and embarrassment.
Avoids pigeon-holing people by mentioning their
residential suburb, occupation, gender, age etc.
when this is not relevant to the issues reported.
Allows stories that are resolved to rest-in-peace.
Content connects crimes and controversial actions
of private citizens to their friends, family and
associates, when there is no known connection to
these other parties.

Yes

No
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Ethical Journalism: Legal Compliance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Guideline
Abides by Criminal Laws e.g. harassment.
Abides by Statutory Laws e.g. false advertising.
Abides by Common Laws e.g. property rights.
Minimizes exposure to Tortious Laws,
e.g. Negligence, Defamation, Passing-off.
Honors contractual obligations.
Abides by International Law.
Uses SPAM to disseminate content.
Offers an unsubscribe option for e-mail
recipients and other recipients.
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Yes

No

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Ethical Journalism: Accuracy

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Guideline
Quotes sources out-of-context.
Provides relevant context to support content.
Presents images in a truthful and relevant context.
Uses language in a clear manner.
Uses misleading, deceptive or pejorative language;
e.g. reports exceptional cases and overly generalizes.
Discloses/explains research methods.
Triangulates data sources.
Validates the accuracy of secondary data sources.
Emphasizes facts and avoids speculation.
Explores reasonable counter-arguments.
Distinguishes between news facts and opinions.
Uses evidence selectively and ignores data that does
not align with the desired narrative or outcome.
Manipulates people’s behavior and environmental
settings prior to taking a photo or video footage to
portray a preconceived image and/or narrative.
Offers stakeholders the right to reply in the current
content or in a forthcoming production.
Apologizes for and corrects prior inaccuracies.
Title reflects the substance of the content.
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Yes

No
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Ethical Journalism: Transparency
Guideline
1. Avoids conflicts-of-interest.
2. Discloses conflicts-of-interest.
3. Discloses primary and secondary sources.
4. Pursues a non-disclosed or biased agenda.
5. Employs psychological manipulation ('psy-ops').
6. Identifies sponsors.
7. Identifies all sources or offers a legitimate reason for
not identifying certain contributors.
8. Uses subtle contextualization of media content and
advertisements to secretly promote products.
9. Discloses all stakeholders that are related to the
content creator and publisher such as corporate
owners and major financial sponsors.
10. Avoids covert surveillance unless it is justifiable and
is approved by an authority e.g. Editorial Manager.
11. Media staff disclose their profession and employer
to interviewees and stakeholders prior to engaging.

Yes

No

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Ethical Journalism: Freedom

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Guideline
Yes
Encourages critical-thinking.
*
Uses propaganda to argue the point.
Encourages audiences to draw their own conclusions.
*
Promotes freedom-of-speech and freedom-of-thought.
*
Uses the law to place a voluntary or forced ‘gag-order’
on stakeholders that have an interest in the media content.
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No
*

*
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Ethical Journalism: Acknowledgement

1.
2.
3.

Guideline
Identifies data sources.
Credits inspirational sources.
Acknowledges collaborative content creators:
writers, producers, proofreaders, editors et al.

Yes

No

Yes

No

*
*
*

Ethical Journalism: Responsibility

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
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Guideline
Avoids trial-by-media.
Expert contributors are qualified.
Emphasizes negativity, despair, defeatism.
Duly acknowledges positive aspects of stories.
Uses journalism for ‘entertainment only’ purposes.
Uses language and style that is appropriate for the
intended audience.
Places the community interest and national interest
ahead of narrow vested interests such as for-profit
corporations, lobby groups and political parties.
Respects privacy and confidentiality of stakeholders;
only divulges sensitive information when there are
exceptional valid reasons such as protecting the
national interest (e.g. military defense).
Does not glamorize suicide. Reports suicides only
when there is a public interest. Provides a 24-hour
crisis phone contact when reporting suicides.
Contacts victims of crime or their family/associates
when they are experiencing grief in the immediate
aftermath of a traumatic encounter.
Obtains parental/guardian consent to interview
children and those with intellectual disabilities.
Interviews the vulnerable person cautiously and in
the presence of a responsible guardian.
Employs ‘checkbook’ journalism – pays informants
for providing information.
Publishers maintain an opinion and/or letters to the
editor section that encourages open dialogue.
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
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This book is part of The Free School open-access scholars’ series.

Check out the free digital books in this series at:
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) (UNDER SEAL)
)
) Criminal No. 1:18cr / //

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v.

· - -·-

)
JULIAN PAUL ASSANGE,

) Count 1: Conspiracy to Commit
) Computer futrusion (18 U.S.C. §§ 371,
) 1030(a)(1 ), 1030(a)(2),
) 1030(C)(2)(B)(ii))

Defendant.

March 2018 Term - at Alexandria. Virginia
INDICTMENT
THE GRAND JURY CHARGES THAT:
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

At times material to this Indictment:
1.

Chelsea Manning, formerly lmown as Bradley Manning, was an intelligence analyst

in the United States Anny, who was deployed to Forward Operating Base Hammer in Iraq.
2.

Manning held a "Top Secret" security clearance, and signed a classified

information nondisclosure agreement, acknowledging that the unauthorized disclosure or retention
or negligent handling of classified information could cause irreparable injury to the United States
or be used to the advantage of a foreign nation.
3.

Executive Order No. 13526 and its predecessor orders define the classification

levels assigned to classified information.

Under the Executive Order, information may be

classified as "Secret" if its unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to cause serious

,,,

~amage to the national security. Further, under the Executive Order, classified information can
generally only be-disclosed to those persons who have been granted an appropriate level of United
States government security clearance and possess a need to lmow the classified infonnation in
connection to their official duties.
4.

Julian Paul Assange was the founder and leader of the WikiLeaks website. The

WikiLeaks website publicly solicited submissions of classified, censored, and other restricted
infonnation.
5.

Assange, who did not possess a security clearance or need to know, was not

authorized to receive classified information of the United States.
6.

Between in or around January 2010 and May 2010, Manning downloaded four,

nearly complete databases from departments and agencies of the United States. These databases
contained approximately 90,000 Afghanistan war-related significant activity reports, 400,000 Iraq
war-related significant activities reports, 800 Guantanamo Bay detainee assessment briefs, and
250,000 U.S. Department of State cables. Many of these records were classified pursuant to
Executive Order No. 13526 or its predecessor orders. Manning provided the records to agents of
WikiLeaks so that WikiLeaks could publicly disclose them on its website. WikiLeaks publicly
released the vast majority of the classified records on its website in 2010 and 201 I.
7.

On or about March 8, 2010, Assange agreed to assist Manning in cracking a

password stored on United States Department of Defense computers connected to the Secret
Internet Protocol Network, a United States government network used for classified documents and
communications, as designated according to Executive Order No. 13526 or its predecessor orders.
8.

Manning, who had access to the computers in connection with her duties as an

intelligence analyst, was also using the computers to download classified records to transmit to

2

WikiLeaks. Anny regulations prohibited Manning from attempting to bypass or circumvent
security mechanisms on Government-provided information systems and from sharing personal
accounts and authenticators, such as passwords.
9.

The portion of the password Manning gave to Assange to crack was stored as a

"hash value" in a computer file that was accessible only by users with administrative-level

privileges. Manning did not have administrative-level privileges, and used special software,
namely a Linux operating system, to access the computer file and obtain the portion of the
password provided to Assange.
10.

Cracking the password would have allowed Manning to log onto the computers

under a usemame that did not belong to her. Such a measure would have made it more difficult
for investigators to identify Manning as the source of disclosures of classified information.
11.

Prior to the formation of the password-cracking agreement, Manning had already

provided WikiLeaks with hundreds of thousands of classified records that she downloaded from
departments and agencies of the United States, including the Afghanistan war-related significant
activity reports and Iraq war-related significant activities reports.
12.

At the time he entered into this agreement, Assange knew that Manning was

providing WikiLealcs with classified records containing national defense information of the United
States. Assange was knowingly receiving such classified records from Manning for the purpose
of publicly disclosing them on the WikiLeaks website.
13.

For example, on March 7, 2010, Manning and Assange discussed the value of the

Guantanamo Bay detainee assessment briefs, and on March 8, 2010, before entering the password
cracking-agreement, Manning told Assange that she was "throwing everything [she had] on JTF
GTMO at [Assange] now." Manning also said "after this upload, that's all I really have got left."

3

To which Assange replied, "curious eyes never run dry in my experience." Following this,
between March 28, 2010, and April 9. 2010, Manning used a United States Department of Defense
computer to download the U.S. Department of State cables that WikiLeaks later released publicly.

COUNT ONE
14.

The general allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 13 are re-alleged and

incorporated into this Count as though fully set forth herein.
15.

Beginning on or about March 2, 2010, and continuing thereafter until on or about

March 10, 2010, the exact date being unknown to the Grand Jury, both dates being approximate
and inclusive, in an offense begun and committed outside of the jurisdiction of any particular State
or district of the United States, the defendant, JULIAN PAUL ASSANGE, who will be first
brought to the Eastern District of Virginia, did knowingly and intentionally combine, conspire,
confederate and agree with other co-conspirators known and unknown to the Grand Jury to commit
an offense against the United States, to wit:
(A)

to knowingly access a computer, without authorization and exceeding authorized access,
to obtain information that has been determined by the United States Government pursuant
to an Executive order and statute to require protection against unauthorized disclosure for
reasons of national defense and foreign relations, namely, documents relating to the

national defense classified up to the "Secret" level, with reason to believe that such
information so obtained could be used to the injury of the United States and the
advantage of any foreign nation, and to willfully communicate, deliver, transmit, and
cause to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted the same, to any person not entitled
to receive it, and willfully retain the same and fail· to deliver it to the officer or employee
entitled to receive it; and

4

(B)

to intentionally access a computer, without authorization and exceeding authorized
access, to obtain information from a department and agency of the United States in
furtherance of a criminal act in violation of the laws of the United States, that is, a
violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 641, 793(c), and 793(e).

(In violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 371, 1030(a)(l), 1030(a)(2),
1030(c)(2)(B)(ii).)
PURPOSE AND OBJECT OF THE CONSPIRACY
16.

The primary purpose of the conspiracy was to facilitate Manning's acquisition and

transmission of classified information related to the national defense of the United States so that
WikiLeaks could publicly disseminate the information on its website.
MANNERS·AND MEANS OF THE CONSPIRACY
17.

Assange and his co-conspirators used the following ways, manners and means,

among others, to carry out this pmpose:
18.

It was part of the conspiracy that Assange and Manning used the "Jabber" online

chat service to collaborate on the acquisition and dissemination of the classified records, and to
· enter into the agreement to crack the password stored on United States Department of Defense
computers connected to the Secret Internet Protocol Network.
19.

It was part of the conspiracy that Assange and Manning took measures to conceal

Manning as the source of the disclosure of classified records to WikiLeaks, including by removing
usernames from the disclosed information and deleting chat logs between Assange and Manning.
20.

It was part of the conspiracy that Assange encouraged Manning to provide

information and records from departments and agencies of the United States.

5
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...

,,.
21.

It was part of the conspiracy that Assange and Manning used a special folder on a

cloud drop box of WikiLeaks to transmit classified records containing information related to the
national defense of the United States.
ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THE CONSPIRACY
22.

In order to further the goals and purposes of the conspiracy, Assange and his co-

conspirators committed overt acts, including, but not limited to, the following:
23.

On or about March 2, 2010, Manning copied a Linux operating system to a CD, to

allow Manning to access a United States Department of Def~nse computer file that was
accessible only to users with administrative-level privileges.
24.

On or about March 8, 2010, Manning provided Assange with part of a password

stored on United States Department of Defense computers connected to the Secret Internet
Protocol Network.
25.

On or about March 10, 2010, Assange requested more information from Manning

related to the password. Assange indicated that he bad been trying to crack the password by
stating that he had "no luck so far."
A TRUE BILL

Tracy Doherty-McCormick
Acting United States Attorney

TbomasW.rruder
Assistant United States Attorneys
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List of material published by WikiLeaks
Since 2006, the document archive website WikiLeaks has published anonymous submissions of documents that are
generally unavailable to the general public.

Contents
2006–2008
Apparent Somali assassination order
Daniel arap Moi family corruption
Bank Julius Baer lawsuit
Guantanamo Bay procedures
Tibetan dissent in China
Scientology
Sarah Palin's Yahoo! email account contents
Killings by the Kenyan police
BNP membership list
2009
Congressional Research Service reports
Contributors to Coleman campaign
Climategate emails
Barclays Bank tax avoidance
Internet censorship lists
Bilderberg Group meeting reports
2008 Peru oil scandal
Nuclear accident in Iran
Toxic dumping in Africa: The Minton report
Kaupthing Bank
Joint Services Protocol 440
9/11 pager messages
2010
U.S. Intelligence report on WikiLeaks
Baghdad airstrike video
Chelsea Manning
Afghan War Diary
Love Parade documents
Iraq War logs
State Department diplomatic cables release
2011
Guantanamo Bay files
The Spy Files
2012
The Global Intelligence Files
Syria Files
2013
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_material_published_by_WikiLeaks
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PlusD
Prosecution and prison documents for Anakata
Spy Files 3
Draft Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement IP Charter
2014
Trade in Services Agreement chapter draft
Australian bribery case suppression order
2015
TPP Investment Chapter
Sony archives
Trident Nuclear Weapons System
2016
DNC email leak
Podesta emails
Yemen files
PlusD
German BND-NSA Inquiry
Turkish AK Party emails
2017
CIA espionage orders
Vault 7
Spy Files Russia
2018
ICE Patrol
Corruption in UAE arms deal
Complete list
Unpublished material
See also
References

2006–2008
Apparent Somali assassination order
WikiLeaks posted its first document in December 2006, a decision to assassinate government officials, signed by Sheikh
Hassan Dahir Aweys.[1] The New Yorker has reported that
[Julian] Assange and the others were uncertain of its authenticity, but they thought that readers, using
Wikipedia-like features of the site, would help analyze it. They published the decision with a lengthy
commentary, which asked, "Is it a bold manifesto by a flamboyant Islamic militant with links to Bin Laden?
Or is it a clever smear by US intelligence, designed to discredit the Union, fracture Somali alliances and
manipulate China?" ... The document's authenticity was never determined, and news about WikiLeaks
quickly superseded the leak itself.[1]

Daniel arap Moi family corruption
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_material_published_by_WikiLeaks
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On 31 August 2007, The Guardian featured on its front page a story about corruption by the family of the former Kenyan
leader Daniel arap Moi. The newspaper stated that the source of the information was WikiLeaks.[2]

Bank Julius Baer lawsuit
In February 2008, the wikileaks.org domain name was taken offline after the Swiss Bank Julius Baer sued WikiLeaks and
the wikileaks.org domain registrar, Dynadot, in a court in California, United States, and obtained a permanent injunction
ordering the shutdown.[3][4] WikiLeaks had hosted allegations of illegal activities at the bank's Cayman Islands branch.[3]
WikiLeaks' U.S. Registrar, Dynadot, complied with the order by removing its DNS entries. However, the website remained
accessible via its numeric IP address, and online activists immediately mirrored WikiLeaks at dozens of alternative
websites worldwide.[5]
The American Civil Liberties Union and the Electronic Frontier Foundation filed a motion protesting the censorship of
WikiLeaks. The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press assembled a coalition of media and press that filed an
amicus curiae brief on WikiLeaks' behalf. The coalition included major U.S. newspaper publishers and press
organisations, such as the American Society of News Editors, the Associated Press, the Citizen Media Law Project, the E.
W. Scripps Company, the Gannett Company, the Hearst Corporation, the Los Angeles Times, the National Newspaper
Publishers Association, the Newspaper Association of America and the Society of Professional Journalists. The coalition
requested to be heard as a friend of the court to call attention to relevant points of law that it believed the court had
overlooked (on the grounds that WikiLeaks had not appeared in court to defend itself, and that no First Amendment
issues had yet been raised before the court). Amongst other things, the coalition argued that:[5]
WikiLeaks provides a forum for dissidents and whistleblowers across the globe to post documents, but the
Dynadot injunction imposes a prior restraint that drastically curtails access to Wikileaks from the Internet
based on a limited number of postings challenged by Plaintiffs. The Dynadot injunction therefore violates
the bedrock principle that an injunction cannot enjoin all communication by a publisher or other speaker.[5]

The same judge, Jeffrey White, who issued the injunction vacated it on 29 February 2008, citing First Amendment
concerns and questions about legal jurisdiction.[6] WikiLeaks was thus able to bring its site online again. The bank
dropped the case on 5 March 2008.[7] The judge also denied the bank's request for an order prohibiting the website's
publication.[5]
The executive director of the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, Lucy Dalglish, commented:
It's not very often a federal judge does a 180 degree turn in a case and dissolves an order. But we're very
pleased the judge recognized the constitutional implications in this prior restraint.[5]

Guantanamo Bay procedures
A copy of Standard Operating Procedures for Camp Delta–the protocol of the U.S. Army at the Guantanamo Bay
detention camp–dated March 2003 was released on the WikiLeaks website on 7 November 2007.[8] The document,
named "gitmo-sop.pdf", is also mirrored at The Guardian.[9] Its release revealed some of the restrictions placed over
detainees at the camp, including the designation of some prisoners as off-limits to the International Committee of the Red
Cross, something that the U.S. military had in the past repeatedly denied.[10] It also showed that military dogs are used to
intimidate prisoners, that children as young as 15 are held at Guantanamo and that new prisoners are held in isolation for
two weeks to make them more pliable.[11][12]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_material_published_by_WikiLeaks
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On 3 December 2007, WikiLeaks released a copy of the 2004 edition of the manual,[13] together with a detailed analysis of
the changes.[14]

Tibetan dissent in China
On 24 March 2008, WikiLeaks made 35 uncensored videos of civil unrest in Tibet available for viewing, to get around
official Chinese censorship during the worst of the unrest.[15]

Scientology
On 24 March 2008, WikiLeaks published what they referred to as "the collected secret 'bibles' of Scientology".[16] On 7
April 2008, they reported receiving a letter (dated 27 March) from the Religious Technology Center claiming ownership of
the several documents pertaining to OT Levels within the Church of Scientology. These same documents were at the center
of a 1994 scandal. The email stated:
The Advanced Technology materials are unpublished, copyrighted works. Please be advised that your
customer's action in this regard violates United States copyright law. Accordingly, we ask for your help in
removing these works immediately from your service.

— Moxon & Kobrin[17]
The letter continued on to request the release of the logs of the uploader, which would remove their anonymity. WikiLeaks
responded with a statement released on Wikinews stating: "in response to the attempted suppression, WikiLeaks will
release several thousand additional pages of Scientology material next week",[18] and did so.

Sarah Palin's Yahoo! email account contents
In September 2008, during the 2008 United States presidential election campaigns, the contents of a Yahoo! account
belonging to Sarah Palin (the running mate of Republican presidential nominee John McCain) were posted on WikiLeaks
after being hacked into by members of Anonymous.[19] It has been alleged by Wired that contents of the mailbox indicate
that she used the private Yahoo! account to send work-related messages, in violation of public record laws.[20] The hacking
of the account was widely reported in mainstream news outlets.[21][22][23] Although WikiLeaks was able to conceal the
hacker's identity, the source of the Palin emails was eventually publicly identified as David Kernell, a 20-year-old
economics student at the University of Tennessee and the son of Democratic Tennessee State Representative Mike Kernell
from Memphis,[24] whose email address (as listed on various social networking sites) was linked to the hacker's identity on
Anonymous.[25] Kernell attempted to conceal his identity by using the anonymous proxy service ctunnel.com, but, because
of the illegal nature of the access, ctunnel website administrator Gabriel Ramuglia assisted the FBI in tracking down the
source of the hack.[26]

Killings by the Kenyan police
WikiLeaks publicised reports on extrajudicial executions by Kenyan police for one week starting 1 November 2008 on its
home page. Two of the human rights investigators involved, Oscar Kamau Kingara and John Paul Oulu, who made major
contributions to a Kenya National Commission on Human Rights (KNCHR) report that was redistributed by WikiLeaks,
The Cry of Blood – Report on Extra-Judicial Killings and Disappearances,[27] were assassinated several months later, on
5 March 2009.[28][29] WikiLeaks called for information on the assassination.[28] In 2009, Amnesty International UK gave
WikiLeaks and Julian Assange an award for the distribution of the KNCHR's The Cry of Blood report.[30]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_material_published_by_WikiLeaks
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BNP membership list
After briefly appearing on a blog, the membership list of the far-right British National Party was posted to WikiLeaks on
18 November 2008. The name, address, age and occupation of many of the 13,500 members were given, including several
police officers, two solicitors, four ministers of religion, at least one doctor, and a number of primary and secondary school
teachers. In Britain, police officers are banned from joining or promoting the BNP, and at least one officer was dismissed
for being a member.[31] The BNP was known for going to considerable lengths to conceal the identities of members. On 19
November, BNP leader Nick Griffin stated that he knew the identity of the person who initially leaked the list on 17
November, describing him as a "hardliner" senior employee who left the party in 2007.[32][33][34] On 20 October 2009, a
list of BNP members from April 2009 was leaked. This list contained 11,811 members.[35]

2009
Congressional Research Service reports
On 7 February 2009, WikiLeaks released 6,780 Congressional Research Service reports.[36][37]

Contributors to Coleman campaign
In March 2009, WikiLeaks published a list of contributors to the Norm Coleman senatorial campaign.[38][39]

Climategate emails
In November 2009, controversial documents, including e-mail correspondence between climate scientists, were released
(allegedly after being illegally obtained) from the University of East Anglia's (UEA) Climatic Research Unit (CRU).[40]
According to the university, the emails and documents were obtained through a server hacking; one prominent host of the
full 120 MB archive was WikiLeaks,[41][42] although the information was not originally leaked to them.[43]

Barclays Bank tax avoidance
In March 2009 documents concerning complex arrangements made by Barclays Bank to avoid tax appeared on
Wikileaks.[44][45] The documents had been ordered to be removed from the website of The Guardian.[46][47] In an
editorial on the issue, The Guardian pointed out that, due to the mismatch of resources, tax collectors (HMRC) now have
to rely on websites such as Wikileaks to obtain such documents.[48]

Internet censorship lists
WikiLeaks has published the lists of forbidden or illegal web addresses for several countries.
On 19 March 2009, WikiLeaks published what was alleged to be the Australian Communications and Media Authority's
blacklist of sites to be banned under Australia's proposed laws on Internet censorship.[49] Reactions to the publication of
the list by the Australian media and politicians were varied. Particular note was made by journalistic outlets of the type of
websites on the list; while the Internet censorship scheme submitted by the Australian Labor Party in 2008 was proposed
with the stated intention of preventing access to child pornography and sites related to terrorism,[50] the list leaked on
WikiLeaks contains a number of sites unrelated to sex crimes involving minors.[51][52] When questioned about the leak,
Stephen Conroy, the Minister for Broadband, Communications and the Digital Economy in Australia's Rudd Labor
Government, responded by claiming that the list was not the actual list, yet threatening to prosecute anyone involved in
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distributing it.[53] On 20 March 2009, WikiLeaks published an updated list, dated 18 March 2009; it more closely matches
the claimed size of the ACMA blacklist, and contains two pages that have been independently confirmed as blacklisted by
ACMA.
WikiLeaks also contains details of Internet censorship in Thailand, including lists of censored sites dating back to May
2006.[54]
Wikileaks published a list of web sites blacklisted by Denmark.[55]

Bilderberg Group meeting reports
Since May 2009, WikiLeaks has made available reports of several meetings of the Bilderberg Group.[56] It includes the
group's history[57] and meeting reports from the years 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1960, 1962, 1963 and 1980.

2008 Peru oil scandal
On 28 January 2009, WikiLeaks released 86 telephone intercept recordings of Peruvian politicians and businessmen
involved in the "Petrogate" oil scandal.[58] The release of the tapes featured on the front pages of five Peruvian
newspapers.[59]

Nuclear accident in Iran
On 16 July 2009, Iranian news agencies reported that the head of Iran's atomic energy organization Gholam Reza
Aghazadeh had abruptly resigned for unknown reasons after twelve years in office.[60] Shortly afterwards WikiLeaks
released a report disclosing a "serious nuclear accident" at the Iranian Natanz nuclear facility in 2009.[61] The Federation
of American Scientists (FAS) released statistics that say the number of enriched centrifuges operational in Iran
mysteriously declined from about 4,700 to about 3,900 beginning around the time the nuclear incident WikiLeaks
mentioned would have occurred.[62]
According to media reports the accident may have been the direct result of a cyberattack at Iran's nuclear program, carried
out with the Stuxnet computer worm.[63][64]

Toxic dumping in Africa: The Minton report
In September 2006, commodities giant Trafigura commissioned an internal report about a toxic dumping incident in the
Ivory Coast,[65] which (according to the United Nations) affected 108,000 people. The document, called the Minton
Report, names various harmful chemicals "likely to be present" in the waste and notes that some of them "may cause harm
at some distance". The report states that potential health effects include "burns to the skin, eyes and lungs, vomiting,
diarrhea, loss of consciousness and death", and suggests that the high number of reported casualties is "consistent with
there having been a significant release of hydrogen sulphide gas".
On 11 September 2009, Trafigura's lawyers, Carter-Ruck, obtained a secret "super-injunction"[66] against The Guardian,
banning that newspaper from publishing the contents of the document. Trafigura also threatened a number of other media
organizations with legal action if they published the report's contents, including the Norwegian Broadcasting
Corporation[65] and The Chemical Engineer magazine.[67] On 14 September 2009, WikiLeaks posted the report.[68]
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On 12 October, Carter-Ruck warned The Guardian against mentioning the content of a parliamentary question that was
due to be asked about the report. Instead, the paper published an article stating that they were unable to report on an
unspecified question and claiming that the situation appeared to "call into question privileges guaranteeing free speech
established under the 1689 Bill of Rights".[69] The suppressed details rapidly circulated via the internet and Twitter[70][71]
and, amid uproar, Carter-Ruck agreed the next day to the modification of the injunction before it was challenged in court,
permitting The Guardian to reveal the existence of the question and the injunction.[72] The injunction was lifted on 16
October.[73]

Kaupthing Bank
WikiLeaks made available an internal document[74] from Kaupthing Bank from just prior to the collapse of Iceland's
banking sector, which led to the 2008–2012 Icelandic financial crisis. The document shows that suspiciously large sums of
money were loaned to various owners of the bank, and large debts written off. Kaupthing's lawyers have threatened
WikiLeaks with legal action, citing banking privacy laws. The leak has caused an uproar in Iceland.[75] Criminal charges
relating to the multibillion-euro loans to Exista and other major shareholders are being investigated. The bank is seeking
to recover loans taken out by former bank employees before its collapse.[76]

Joint Services Protocol 440
In October 2009, Joint Services Protocol 440, a 2,400-page restricted document written in 2001 by the British Ministry of
Defence was leaked. It contained instructions for the security services on how to avoid leaks of information by hackers,
journalists, and foreign spies.[77][78]

9/11 pager messages
On 25 November 2009, WikiLeaks released 570,000 intercepts of pager messages sent on the day of the September 11
attacks.[79][80][81] Chelsea Manning (see below) commented that those were from an NSA database.[82][83] Among the
released messages are communications between Pentagon officials and New York City Police Department.[84]

2010
U.S. Intelligence report on WikiLeaks
On 15 March 2010, WikiLeaks released a secret 32-page U.S. Department of Defense Counterintelligence Analysis Report
from March 2008. The document described some prominent reports leaked on the website. These related to U.S. security
interests, and described potential methods of marginalizing the organization. WikiLeaks editor Julian Assange said that
some details in the Army report were inaccurate and its recommendations flawed,[85] and also that the concerns of the
U.S. Army raised by the report were hypothetical.[86] The report discussed deterring potential whistleblowers via
termination of employment and criminal prosecution of any existing or former insiders, leakers or whistleblowers.
Reasons for the report include notable leaks such as U.S. equipment expenditure, human rights violations in Guantanamo
Bay, and the battle over the Iraqi town of Fallujah.[87]

Baghdad airstrike video
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On 5 April 2010, WikiLeaks released classified U.S. military footage from a
series of attacks on 12 July 2007 in Baghdad by a U.S. helicopter that killed 12–
18 people,[88][89][90] including two Reuters news staff, Saeed Chmagh and
Namir Noor-Eldeen, on a website called "Collateral Murder". The attack also
wounded others including two children who were in a van that was fired on
when it came to collect the wounded men. The footage consisted of a 39minute unedited version and an 18-minute version that had been edited and
annotated. According to some media reports, the Reuters news staff were in
the company of armed men[91][92][93] and the pilots may have thought Chmagh
and Noor-Eldeen were carrying weapons (which was actually camera
equipment). The footage includes audio from the American pilots during the
shooting. After wounding two children one pilot says "Well, it’s their fault for
bringing their kids into a battle".

[94]

The military conducted an investigation

into the incident and found there were two rocket propelled grenade launchers
and one AK-47 among the dead.[95][96]
In the week following the release, "Wikileaks" was the search term with the

A formerly secret DOD document on
OIF, published by WikiLeaks

most significant growth worldwide in the last seven days as measured by
Google Insights.[97]

Chelsea Manning
A 22-year-old US Army intelligence analyst, PFC (formerly SPC) Chelsea Manning (formerly Bradley Manning), was
arrested after alleged chat logs were turned in to the authorities by former hacker Adrian Lamo, in whom she had
confided. Manning reportedly told Lamo she had leaked the Baghdad airstrike video, in addition to a video of the Granai
airstrike and around 260,000 diplomatic cables, to WikiLeaks.[98][99] WikiLeaks said "allegations in Wired that we have
been sent 260,000 classified US embassy cables are, as far as we can tell, incorrect."[100] WikiLeaks have said that they are
unable as yet to confirm whether or not Manning was actually the source of the video, stating "we never collect personal
information on our sources", but that they have nonetheless "taken steps to arrange for (Manning's) protection and legal
defence."[99][101] On 21 June Julian Assange told The Guardian that WikiLeaks had hired three US criminal lawyers to
defend Manning but that they had not been given access to her.[102]
On 28 February 2013, Manning confessed in open court to providing vast archives of military and diplomatic files to
WikiLeaks.[103] She pleaded guilty to 10 criminal counts in connection with the huge amount of material she leaked, which
included videos of airstrikes in Iraq and Afghanistan in which civilians were killed, logs of military incident reports,
assessment files of detainees held at Guantánamo Bay, Cuba, and a quarter-million cables from American diplomats
stationed around the world.[103] She read a statement recounting how she joined the military, became an intelligence
analyst in Iraq, decided that certain files should become known to the American public to prompt a wider debate about
foreign policy, downloaded them from a secure computer network and then ultimately uploaded them to WikiLeaks.[103]
Manning reportedly wrote, "Everywhere there's a U.S. post, there's a diplomatic scandal that will be revealed."[104]
According to The Washington Post, she also described the cables as "explaining how the first world exploits the third, in
detail, from an internal perspective."[105]

Afghan War Diary
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On 25 July 2010,[106] WikiLeaks released to The Guardian, The New York Times, and Der Spiegel over 92,000 documents
related to the war in Afghanistan between 2004 and the end of 2009. The documents detail individual incidents including
friendly fire and civilian casualties.[107] The scale of the leak was described by Julian Assange as comparable to that of the
Pentagon Papers in the 1970s. The documents were released to the public on 25 July 2010. On 29 July 2010 WikiLeaks
added a 1.4 GB "insurance file" to the Afghan War Diary page, whose decryption details would be released if WikiLeaks or
Assange were harmed.[108][109]
About 15,000 of the 92,000 documents have not yet been released on WikiLeaks, as the group is currently reviewing the
documents to remove some of the sources of the information. Speaking to a group in London in August 2010, Assange said
that the group will "absolutely" release the remaining documents. He stated that WikiLeaks has requested help from the
Pentagon and human-rights groups to help redact the names, but has not received any assistance. He also stated that
WikiLeaks is "not obligated to protect other people's sources...unless it is from unjust retribution."[110]
According to a report on the Daily Beast website, the Obama administration has asked Britain, Germany and Australia
among others to consider bringing criminal charges against Assange for the Afghan war leaks and to help limit Assange's
travels across international borders.[111] In the United States, a joint investigation by the Army and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation may try to prosecute "Mr. Assange and others involved on grounds they encouraged the theft of government
property".[112]
The Australia Defence Association (ADA) stated that WikiLeaks' Julian Assange "could have committed a serious criminal
offence in helping an enemy of the Australian Defence Force (ADF)."[113] Neil James, the executive director of ADA, states:
"Put bluntly, Wikileaks is not authorised in international or Australian law, nor equipped morally or operationally, to
judge whether open publication of such material risks the safety, security, morale and legitimate objectives of Australian
and allied troops fighting in a UN-endorsed military operation."[113]
WikiLeaks' recent leaking of classified U.S. intelligence has been described by commentator of The Wall Street Journal as
having "endangered the lives of Afghan informants" and "the dozens of Afghan civilians named in the document dump as
U.S. military informants. Their lives, as well as those of their entire families, are now at terrible risk of Taliban
reprisal."[114] When interviewed, Assange stated that WikiLeaks has withheld some 15,000 documents that identify
informants to avoid putting their lives at risk. Specifically, Voice of America reported in August 2010 that Assange,
responding to such criticisms, stated that the 15,000 still held documents are being reviewed "line by line," and that the
names of "innocent parties who are under reasonable threat" will be removed.[115] Greg Gutfeld of Fox News described the
leaking as "WikiLeaks' Crusade Against the U.S. Military."[116] John Pilger has reported that prior to the release of the
Afghan War Diaries in July, WikiLeaks contacted the White House in writing, asking that it identify names that might
draw reprisals, but received no response.[117][118]
According to the New York Times, Amnesty International and Reporters Without Borders criticized WikiLeaks for what
they saw as risking people's lives by identifying Afghans acting as informers.[119] A Taliban spokesman said that the
Taliban had formed a nine-member "commission" to review the documents "to find about people who are spying."[119] He
said the Taliban had a "wanted" list of 1,800 Afghans and was comparing that with names WikiLeaks provided, stating
"after the process is completed, our Taliban court will decide about such people."[119]

Love Parade documents
Following the Love Parade stampede in Duisburg, Germany on 24 July 2010, the local news blog Xtranews published
internal documents of the city administration regarding Love Parade planning and actions by the authorities. The city
government reacted by acquiring a court order on 16 August forcing Xtranews to remove the documents from its blog.[120]
Two days later, however, after the documents had surfaced on other websites as well, the government stated that it would
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not conduct any further legal actions against the publication of the documents.[121] On 20 August WikiLeaks released a
publication titled Loveparade 2010 Duisburg planning documents, 2007–2010, which comprised 43 internal documents
regarding the Love Parade 2010.[122][123]

Iraq War logs
In October 2010, it was reported that WikiLeaks was planning to release up to 400,000 documents relating to the Iraq
War.[124] Julian Assange initially denied the reports, stating: "WikiLeaks does not speak about upcoming releases dates,
indeed, with very rare exceptions we do not communicate any specific information about upcoming releases, since that
simply provides fodder for abusive organizations to get their spin machines ready."[125] The Guardian reported on 21
October 2010 that it had received almost 400,000 Iraq war documents from WikiLeaks.[126] On 22 October 2010, Al
Jazeera was the first to release analyses of the leak, dubbed The War Logs. WikiLeaks posted a tweet that "Al Jazeera have
broken our embargo by 30 minutes. We release everyone from their Iraq War Logs embargoes." This prompted other news
organizations to release their articles based on the source material. The release of the documents coincided with a return
of the main wikileaks.org website, which had been offering no content since 30 September 2010.
The BBC quoted The Pentagon referring to the Iraq War Logs as "the largest leak of classified documents in its history."
Media coverage of the leaked documents focused on claims that the U.S. government had ignored reports of torture by the
Iraqi authorities during the period after the 2003 war.[127]

State Department diplomatic cables release
On 22 November 2010 an announcement was made by the WikiLeaks Twitter feed that the next release would be "7x the
size of the Iraq War Logs."[128][129] U.S. authorities and the media speculated that they contained diplomatic cables.[130]
Prior to the expected leak, the government of the United Kingdom (UK) sent a DA-Notice to UK newspapers, which
requests advance notice from the newspapers regarding the expected publication.[131] According to Index on Censorship,
"there is no obligation on media to comply". "Newspaper editors would speak to [the] Defence, Press and Broadcasting
Advisory Committee prior to publication."[131] The Pakistani newspaper Dawn stated that the U.S. newspapers The New
York Times and The Washington Post were expected to publish parts of the diplomatic cables on Sunday 28 November,
including 94 Pakistan-related documents.[132]
On 26 November, via his lawyer Jennifer Robinson, Assange sent a letter to the US Department of State, asking for
information regarding people who could be placed at "significant risk of harm" by the diplomatic cables release.[133][134]
Harold Koh, Legal Adviser of the Department of State, refused the proposal, stating, "We will not engage in a negotiation
regarding the further release or dissemination of illegally obtained U.S. Government classified materials."[134]
On 28 November, WikiLeaks announced it was undergoing a massive distributed denial-of-service attack,[135] but vowed
to still leak the cables and documents via prominent media outlets including El País, Le Monde, Der Spiegel, The
Guardian, and The New York Times.[136] The announcement was shortly thereafter followed by the online publication, by
The Guardian, of some of the purported diplomatic cables, including one in which United States Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton apparently orders diplomats to obtain credit card and frequent flier numbers of the French, British, Russian and
Chinese delegations to the United Nations Security Council.[137] Other revelations reportedly include that several Arab
nations urged the U.S. to launch a first strike on Iran, that the Chinese government was directly involved in computer
hacking, and that the U.S. is pressuring Pakistan to turn over nuclear material to prevent it from falling into the wrong
hands. The cables also include unflattering appraisals of world leaders.[138] Despite the steps taken by United States
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Government forbidding all unauthorized federal government employees and contractors from accessing classified
documents publicly available on WikiLeaks, in the week following the release (28 November – 5 December 2010),
"Wikileaks" remained the top search term in United States as measured by Google Insights.[139]
U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton responded to the leaks saying, "This disclosure is not just an attack on America's
foreign policy; it is an attack on the international community, the alliances and partnerships, the conventions and
negotiations that safeguard global security and advance economic prosperity." Julian Assange is quoted as saying, "Of
course, abusive, Titanic organizations, when exposed, grasp at all sorts of ridiculous straws to try and distract the public
from the true nature of the abuse."[140] John Perry Barlow, co-founder of the Electronic Frontier Foundation, wrote a
tweet saying: "The first serious infowar is now engaged. The field of battle is WikiLeaks. You are the troops."[141]

2011
Guantanamo Bay files
On 24 April 2011 WikiLeaks began a month-long release of 779 US Department of Defense documents about detainees at
the Guantanamo Bay detention camp.[142]

The Spy Files
On 1 December 2011 WikiLeaks started to release the Spy Files.[143][144][145]

2012
The Global Intelligence Files
On 27 February 2012, WikiLeaks began to publish what it called "The Global Intelligence Files", more than 5,000,000 emails from Stratfor dating from July 2004 to late December 2011. It was said to show how a private intelligence agency
operates and how it targets individuals for their corporate and government clients.[146] A few days before, on 22 February,
WikiLeaks had released its second insurance file via BitTorrent. The file is named "wikileaks-insurance20120222.tar.bz2.aes" and about 65 GB in size.[147][148]

Syria Files
On 5 July 2012, WikiLeaks began publishing the Syria Files, more than two million emails from Syrian political figures,
ministries and associated companies, dating from August 2006 to March 2012.[149]

2013
PlusD
In April 2013, WikiLeaks releases 1.7 million U.S. diplomatic and intelligence reports including Kissinger cables.[150]

Prosecution and prison documents for Anakata
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Released on 19 May 2013.[151]

Spy Files 3
Wednesday 4 September 2013 at 1600 UTC, WikiLeaks released 'Spy Files #3' – 249 documents from 92 global
intelligence contractors.[152]

Draft Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement IP Charter
Draft text for the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement Intellectual Property charter.[153]

2014
Trade in Services Agreement chapter draft
WikiLeaks published a secret draft of the Financial Services Annex of the Trade in Services Agreement in June 2014. On
its website, the organization provided an analysis of the leaked document. TISA, an international trade deal aimed at
market liberalization, covers 50 countries and 68% of the global services industry. The agreement's negotiations have been
criticized for a lack of transparency.[154]

Australian bribery case suppression order
On 29 July 2014, WikiLeaks released a secret gagging order issued by the Supreme Court of Victoria that forbid the
Australian press from coverage of a multimillion-dollar bribery investigation involving the nation's central bank and
several international leaders.[155] Indonesian, Vietnamese, Malaysian and Australian government officials were named in
the order, which was suppressed to "prevent damage to Australia's international relations that may be caused by the
publication of material that may damage the reputations of specified individuals who are not the subject of charges in
these proceedings."[156]
Public criticism of the suppression order followed the leak. Human Rights Watch General Counsel Dinah PoKempner, said
"Secret law is often unaccountable and inadequately justified. The government has some explaining to do as to why it
sought such an extraordinary order, and the court should reconsider the need for it now that its action has come to
light."[157] At a media conference, Indonesian president Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono condemned the gagging order, calling
for an open and transparent investigation.[158]

2015
TPP Investment Chapter
On 25 March 2015 WikiLeaks released the "Investment Chapter" from the secret negotiations of the TPP (Trans-Pacific
Partnership) agreement.
The TPP has developed in secret an unaccountable supranational court for multinationals to sue states. This
system is a challenge to parliamentary and judicial sovereignty. Similar tribunals have already been shown
to chill the adoption of sane environmental protection, public health and public transport policies.
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— Julian Assange

Sony archives
Main article: Sony Pictures hack
On 16 April 2015, WikiLeaks published a searchable version of the Sony Archives which were originally obtained in
November 2014 by hacker group "Guardians of Peace". The leaked records contained 30,287 documents from Sony
Pictures Entertainment (SPE) and 173,132 emails between more than 2,200 SPE email addresses

[159].

SPE is a US

subsidiary of the Japanese multinational technology and media corporation Sony, that handles film and TV production
and distribution operations.
Containing published communications between SPE and over 100 US government email addresses, the archives revealed
that the influential corporation has direct ties to the White House and the US military-industrial complex, allowing
opportunities to influence laws and policies.
WikiLeaks editor-in-chief Julian Assange said: "This archive shows the inner workings of an influential multinational
corporation. It is newsworthy and at the centre of a geo-political conflict. It belongs in the public domain. WikiLeaks will
ensure it stays there." [160]

Trident Nuclear Weapons System
Whistle blower, Royal Navy Able Seaman William McNeilly exposed serious security issues relate to the UK's nuclear
weapons system.[161]

2016
DNC email leak
On 22 July 2016, WikiLeaks released nearly 20,000 e-mails and over 8,000 attachments from the Democratic National
Committee (DNC), the governing body of the U.S. Democratic Party. The leak includes emails from seven key DNC staff
members, and date from January 2015 to May 2016. The collection of emails allegedly disclose the bias of key DNC staffers
against the presidential campaign of Senator Bernie Sanders in favor of Hillary Clinton's campaign. WikiLeaks did not
reveal their source.[162]

Podesta emails
On 7 October 2016, WikiLeaks started releasing emails from John Podesta, the chairman of Hillary Clinton's 2016
presidential campaign.[163] The emails provide some insight to the inner workings of Clinton's campaign.[164][165] One of
the emails contained 25 excerpts from Clinton's paid Wall Street speeches.[166][167] Another leaked document included
eighty pages of Clinton's Wall Street speeches.[168][169] Also among these emails was an email from Donna Brazile to
Podesta that suggested that Brazile had received a town hall debate question in advance and was sharing it with
Clinton.[170] One of the emails released on 12 October 2016 included Podesta's iCloud account password. His iCloud
account was reportedly hacked, and his Twitter account was briefly compromised.[171][172] Some emails from revealed
emails
that Barack Obama and Podesta exchanged in 2008.[173]
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The Clinton campaign has declined to authenticate these leaks. Glen Caplin, a spokesman for the Clinton campaign, said,
"By dribbling these out every day WikiLeaks is proving they are nothing but a propaganda arm of the Kremlin with a
political agenda doing [Vladimir] Putin's dirty work to help elect Donald Trump."[169] The New York Times reported that
when asked, president Vladimir Putin replied that Russia was being falsely accused.[174][175] Julian Assange has also
denied that Russia is the source.[176]

Yemen files
On 25 November 2016, WikiLeaks released 200 emails and 300 internal documents allegedly from the United States
Embassy in Sana'a, Yemen. These files appear to provide details on the United States military operations in Yemen from
2009 to March 2015.[177]

PlusD
On 28 November 2016, WikiLeaks released more than 500,000 diplomatic cables sent by the United States Department of
State in 1979 during the presidency of Jimmy Carter.[178]

German BND-NSA Inquiry
On 1 December 2016, WikiLeaks released 2,420 documents which it claims are from the German Parliamentary
Committee investigating the NSA spying scandal.[179] German security officials at first suspected the documents were
obtained from a 2015 cyberattack on the Bundestag, but now suspect it was an internal leak.[180]

Turkish AK Party emails
Turkey blocked access to WikiLeaks after the website released emails from Turkey's ruling Justice and Development Party,
or AKP, in response to Erdoğan’s post-coup purges against political dissent.[181][182][183]

2017
CIA espionage orders
On 16 February 2017, WikiLeaks released a purported report on CIA espionage orders (marked as NOFORN) for the 2012
French presidential election.[184][185] The order called for details of party funding, internal rivalries and future attitudes
toward the United States. The Associated Press noted that "the orders seemed to represent standard intelligencegathering."[186]

Vault 7
In March 2017, WikiLeaks has published more than 8,000 documents on the CIA. The confidential documents,
codenamed Vault 7, dated from 2013–2016, included details on the CIA's software capabilities, such as the ability to
compromise cars, smart TVs,[187] web browsers (including Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Firefox, and
Opera),[188][189][190] and the operating systems of most smartphones (including Apple's iOS and Google's Android), as
well as other operating systems such as Microsoft Windows, macOS, and Linux.[191] WikiLeaks did not name the source,
but said that the files had "circulated among former U.S. government hackers and contractors in an unauthorized manner,
one of whom has provided WikiLeaks with portions of the archive."[187]
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Spy Files Russia
In September 2017, WikiLeaks released "Spy Files Russia," revealing "how a St. Petersburg-based technology company
called Peter-Service helped state entities gather detailed data on Russian cellphone users, part of a national system of
online surveillance called System for Operative Investigative Activities (SORM)."[192][193]

2018
ICE Patrol
On 22 June 2018, Wikileaks published documents containing the personal details of many U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) employees with the declared aim of "understanding ICE programs and increasing accountability,
especially in light of the extreme actions taken by ICE lately, such as the separation of children and parents at the US
border".[194]

Corruption in UAE arms deal
On 28 September 2018, WikiLeaks published new information relating to "arms industry corruption, France, UAE,
Germany and the war in Yemen".[195][196]

Complete list
This article only covers a small subset of the leaked documents—those that have attracted significant attention in the
mainstream press. Wikileaks has the complete list, organised by country or by year through 2010.

Unpublished material
In October 2009 Computer World published an interview with Assange in which he claimed to be in possession of
"5GB from Bank of America" that was from "one of the executive's hard drives."[197] In November 2010 Forbes
magazine published another interview with Assange in which he said WikiLeaks was planning another "megaleak" for
early in 2011, which this time would be from inside the private sector and involve "a big U.S. bank".[198] Bank of
America's stock price fell by three percent following this announcement.[199] Assange commented on the possible
impact of the release that "it could take down a bank or two."[200] However, WikiLeaks claims that the information is
among the documents that former spokesperson Daniel Domscheit-Berg claimed to have destroyed in August
2011.[201][202]
In March 2010, Daniel Domscheit-Berg, at the time WikiLeaks' spokesperson, announced on a podcast that the
organization had in its possession around 37,000 internal e-mails from far-right National Democratic Party of
Germany. He stated explicitly that he was not working on this project himself because it would make him legally
vulnerable as a German citizen. According to him, Wikileaks was working on a crowd sourcing-based tool to exploit
such masses of data.[203] WikiLeaks claimed that these e-mails (which it claimed numbered 60,000) were among the
documents that Domscheit-Berg claimed to have destroyed in August 2011.[201][204]
In May 2010, WikiLeaks said it had video footage of an alleged massacre of Afghan civilians by the U.S. military,
which it said it was preparing to release.[205][206] However, this may have been among the videos that WikiLeaks
reported that former spokesperson Domscheit-Berg destroyed in August 2011.[207]
In July 2010 during an interview with Chris Anderson, Assange showed a document WikiLeaks had on an Albanian oil
well blowout, and said it also had material from inside BP,[208] and that it was "getting [an] enormous quantity of
whistle-blower disclosures of a very high caliber"[209] but added that WikiLeaks has not been able to verify and
release the material because it does not have enough volunteer journalists.[210]
In a September 2010 Twitter post, WikiLeaks stated that it had a first-edition copy of Operation Dark Heart, a memoir
by a U.S. Army intelligence officer.[211] The uncensored first printing of around 9,500 copies was purchased and
destroyed by the U.S. Department of Defense in its entirety.[212]
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In October 2010, Assange told a leading Moscow newspaper that "[t]he Kremlin had better brace itself for a coming
wave of WikiLeaks disclosures about Russia."[213][214] In late November, Assange stated, "we have material on many
businesses and governments, including in Russia. It's not right to say there's going to be a particular focus on
Russia".[215] On 23 December 2010, the Russian newspaper Novaya Gazeta announced that it had been granted
access to a wide range of materials from the WikiLeaks database. The newspaper said that it will begin releasing
these materials in January 2011, with an eye toward exposing corruption in the Russian government.[216][217]
In December 2010, Assange's lawyer, Mark Stephens, said on The Andrew Marr Show that WikiLeaks had
information that it considers to be a "thermo-nuclear device" that it would release if the organisation needs to defend
itself.[218]
In January 2011, Rudolf Elmer hand delivered two CDs to Assange during a news conference in London. Elmer
claimed the CDs contain the names of around 2,000 tax-evading clients of the Swiss bank Julius Baer.[219]
In February 2011 in his memoir, Inside WikiLeaks: My Time with Julian Assange at the World's Most Dangerous
Website, Daniel Domscheit-Berg acknowledged that he and another former WikiLeaks volunteer have material
submitted to WikiLeaks in their possession (as well as the source code to the site's submission system) and that they
would only return to the organization once it repaired its security and online infrastructure.[220] However, in August
2011 Domscheit-Berg announced that he destroyed all 3,500 documents in his possession.[201] The German
newspaper Der Spiegel reported that the documents included the U.S. government's No Fly List.[201] WikiLeaks also
claimed that the data destroyed by Domscheit-Berg included the No Fly List.[221] This is the first mention of WikiLeaks
having had possession of the No Fly List. WikiLeaks also claimed that the data destroyed included information that it
had previously announced was its possession but had not released publicly. This information includes "five gigabytes
from the Bank of America" (which was previously reported to be in WikiLeaks' possession in October 2009),[197][202]
"60,000 emails from the NPD" (which Domscheit-Berg divulged to be in Wikileaks' possession in March 2010, back
when he still worked with the organization),[203][204] and "videos of a major US atrocity in Afghanistan" (which perhaps
include the one it claimed to have in May 2010)[205][207] Additionally, WikiLeaks claimed that the documents destroyed
included "the internals of around 20 neo-Nazi organizations"[222] and "US intercept arrangements for over a hundred
internet companies".[223] Neither of these two leaks were reported to have been in WikiLeaks' possession before.

See also
List of public disclosures of classified information
List of government surveillance projects
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
»-.J

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA
Alexandria Division

•I

'

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Case No. 17-MJ-611

^

V.

Filed Under Seal

JULIAN PAUL ASSANGE,
Defendant,

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF A CRIMINAL COMPLAINT AND ARREST WARRANT

1.

I, Megan Brown, make this affidavit in support of a criminal complaint charging

the defendant, Julian P. Assange, with violating 18 U.S.C. §371 by conspiring to (1) access a
computer, without authorization and exceeding authorized access, to obtain classified national

defense information in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(1); and (2) access a computer, without

authorization and exceeding authorized access, to obtain information from a department or
agency ofthe United States in furtherance of a criminal act in violation of 18 U.S.C. §
1030(a)(2), (c)(2)(B)(ii).

2.

I am a Special Agent with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and have

been so employed since February 2011. Since joining the FBI, I have investigated violations of

federal law involving counterterrorism and counterintelligence matters, and I have gained
experience through training and everyday work related to conducting these types of
investigations. Since February 2017,1 have been assigned to a Counterespionage squad at the

Washington Field Office in Washington, D.C. In this capacity, I investigate matters involving
allegations of espionage, as well as the unauthorized disclosure of classified information, and

related crimes. As a Special Agent with the FBI, I have received classroom and on-the-job
1
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training in general law enforcement and also in such specialized areas as counterintelligence,
counterterrorism, and investigation of espionage-related crimes. I have participated in federal,
multi-jurisdictional, and international investigations involving national security matters,
conducted physical and electronic surveillance, executed search warrants, and debriefed

witnesses and participants to unlawful activity related to these matters. Through my

investigations, I have gained knowledge in the use ofvarious investigative techniques including
the utilization of Rule 41 search warrants, subpoenas, national security letters, physical and
electronic surveillance, trash covers, and other sophisticated investigative techniques. As a
federal agent, I am authorized to investigate violations of the laws of the United States. I have

investigated criminal violations relating to espionage and the unauthorized disclosure of
classified information, including violations related to the illegal possession, distribution, and/or

receipt of classified information, and related crimes, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 793, 794, 1030,
and 1924. I also am authorized to execute warrants issued under the authority of the United

States, and I have participated in arrest warrants and search warrants in my capacity as an FBI
Special Agent.
3.

The facts in this Affidavit are based on my personal observations, information

obtained fi*om other agents and witnesses, my training and experience, and my review of records,

reports, articles, and websites. Unless otherwise noted, information provided to me by other law
enforcement personnel does not necessarily reflect my personal observations or investigation, but
rather has been passed to me by individuals with first-hand knowledge. This Affidavit does not
set forth all ofmy knowledge about this matter, but is intended merely to establish probable
cause for the criminal complaint.
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4.

As shown below, the conspirators took elaborate measures to conceal their

communications, mask their identities, and destroy any trace of their conduct, using, for
example, encryption and anonymization techniques, and erasing and wiping data. For this
reason, the facts are derived in large part from forensic analysis of available computer data,
remnants, or unalterable systems.
SUMMARY OF PROBABLE CAUSE

5.

These charges relate to one of the largest compromises of classified information

in the history of the United States. Between in or around January 2010 and May 2010, Chelsea

Manning,' an intelligence analyst in the U.S. Army, downloaded four, nearly complete and
largely classified databases with approximately 90,000 Afghanistan war-related significant
activity reports, 400,000 Iraq war-related significant activity reports, 800 Guantanamo Bay
detainee assessments, and 250,000 U.S. State Department cables. Manning provided these

records to WikiLeaks, a website founded and led by the defendant, Julian P. Assange. On its
website, WikiLeaks expressly solicited classified information for public dissemination.

WikiLeaks publicly released the vast majority of the classified records on its website in 2010 and
2011. Manning has since been tried and convicted by court-martial for her illegal acts in
transmitting the information to WikiLeaks.

6.

The charges in this criminal complaint focus on a specific illegal agreement that

Assange and Manning reached in furtherance of Manning's illegal disclosure of classified
information. As explained below, investigators have recovered Internet "chats" between

' Manning used the name"Bradley E. Manning" at the time of the events at issue in this
Affidavit. According to a statement fi*om Manning's attorney published on or around August 22,
2013, Manning has identified as a female since childhood and was changing her name to
"Chelsea Manning." As a result, I refer to Manning using her current name and the female
gender.
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Assange and Manning from March 2010, The chats reflect that on March 8, 2010, Assange

agreed to assist Manning in cracking a password stored on United States Department of Defense
(DoD) computers connected to the classified Secret Internet Protocol Router Network
(SIPRNet). Manning, who had access to the computers in connection with her duties as an

intelligence analyst, was using the computers to download classified records to transmit to
WikiLeaks.

7.

Cracking the password would have allowed Manning to log onto the computers

under a usemame that did not belong to her. Such a deceptive measure would have made it more
difficult for investigators to determine the source of the illegal disclosures. While it remains

unknown whether Manning and Assange were successfiil in cracking the password, a follow-up

message from Assange to Manning on March 10, 2010, reflects that Assange was actively trying
to crack the password pursuant to their agreement.
8.

Circumstantial evidence reflects that Assange and Manning intended to crack the

password to facilitate Manning's illegal disclosure of classified information. At the time they
formed their illegal password-cracking agreement, Manning had already provided WikiLeaks
with hundreds of thousands of classified records relating to, among other things, the wars in

Afghanistan and Iraq. In the recovered chats surrounding the illegal agreement. Manning and
Assange engaged in real-time discussions regarding Manning's transmission of classified records

to Assange. The chats also reflect the two collaborating on the public release of the information
and Assange actively encouraging Manning to provide more information.

The chats, moreover,

reflect that Manning actively took steps to try to conceal herself as the source of the leaks. Thus,
the context of the agreement demonstrates that Assange and Manning intended to crack the
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password to facilitate Manning's disclosure of classified information of the United States.
I.

BACKGROUND OF CO-CONSPIRATORS

A. Defendant Julian P. Assange and WikiLeaks

9.

Assange, a citizen of Australia, created the website WikiLeaks.org in 2006 to

release on the Internet otherwise unavailable documents. WikiLeaks' website solicited

submissions of classified, censored, or otherwise restricted information.^

10.

Although associates and volunteers worked for WikiLeaks in various capacities,

WikiLeaks was closely identified with Assange himself. As reported in an article published in
Wired magazine in or around September 2010, Assange stated, "I am the heart and soul of this

organization, its founder, philosopher, spokesperson, original coder, organizer, financier, and all
the rest." As stated by Assange in a January 2010 interview during the 26th Chaos

Communication Congress, WikiLeaks had a fiill-time staff of five and 800 "occasional helpers."
Assange has also stated that he made the final decision as to whether a particular document
submitted to WikiLeaks was legitimate.

11.

Assange, who has never possessed a security clearance or need to know, was

prohibited firom receiving classified information of the United States.
B. Co-Conspirator Chelsea Manning

12.

Manning, a United States citizen, enlisted in the U.S. Army in October 2007 and

subsequently attended the U.S. Army Intelligence Analyst Course at Fort Huachuca, Arizona.
13.

On April 7,2008, Manning signed a Classified Information Nondisclosure

Agreement. In doing so. Manning acknowledged being advised that unauthorized disclosure or

^At some pointbetween September and December 2010, WikiLeaks deleted the word
"classified" fi-om a description of the kinds of material it accepted.
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retention or negligent handling of classified information could cause damage or irreparable
injury to the United States or could be used to advantage by a foreign nation.

14.

On January 22, 2009, Manning was granted a U.S. government security clearance

at the "Top Secret" level and signed a Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI)
Nondisclosure Statement. In so doing. Manning acknowledged that she would be granted access
to SCI material, which involves or derives from intelligence sources or methods and is classified
or in the process ofbeing classified. She further acknowledged being advised that her

unauthorized disclosure or retention or negligent handling of SCI could cause irreparable injury
to the United States or be used to advantage by a foreign nation, and could constitute a federal
crime.

15.

Executive Order No. 13526 and its predecessor orders define the classification

levels assigned to national security and national defense information. Under Executive Order
No. 13526, information may be classified as "Confidential" if its unauthorized disclosure

reasonably could be expected to cause damage to the national security; "Secret" if its
unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to the national

security; and "Top Secret" if its unauthorized disclosure reasonably could be expected to cause
exceptionally grave damage to the national security.
C. Manning's Access To Classifled Information And Computer Networks In Iraq
16.

On or about October 12, 2009, Manning was deployed as a Military Occupational

Specialty ("MOS") 35F - Intelligence Analyst, to Forward Operating Base ("FOB") Hammer in
Iraq.

17.

Manning worked as an intelligence analyst in Iraq from October 2009 to May

2010. During that time, she had access to classified national defense information through
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various U.S. Army and DoD computer network systems, including SIPRNet—a. network used for

classified documents and communications at the Confidential and Secret levels, as designated
according to Executive Order No. 13526.

18.

Manning had access to multiple classified databases and websites on SIPRNet,

including the following: (1) the Combined Information Data Network Exchange ("CIDNE"), a
set of DoD databases containing classified reports regarding the Afghanistan and Iraq wars,

many of which contained raw intelligence information such as source names and locations; (2) a
U.S. Central Command ("CENTCOM") website, which included reports of investigations of
civilian deaths caused by U.S. forces; (3) an Intellipedia website named "JTF-GTMO Detainee

Assessments," which included documents regarding detainees at the U.S. Naval Base in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; (4) Net Centric Diplomacy ("NCD"), a Department of State database

containing classified diplomatic cables; and (5) an Intelink-S search engine, which was a web
portal that provided U.S. intelligence agencies with a single point of service to search for
information across various classified websites on the SIPR network.

19.

At FOB Hammer, Manning worked in a Sensitive Compartmented Information

Facility ("SCIF"). Under Executive Order No. 13526, Section 4.1, and Army regulations.

Manning was prohibited firom removing classified information firom the SCIF in which she
worked, fi"om storing the information in her residential quarters, and firom loading the
information onto a personal computer. Further, the act of removing classified media firom a
SCIF and hand carrying that information was permitted only when approved by the appropriate
official.

20.

In the SCIF, Manning had access to several SIPRNet computers, two of which she

principally used at different times. In this affidavit, I refer to these two computers as "IPl" and
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"IP2."

21.

Manning's use ofthe computers was also governed by the AR-25-2. The AR-25-

2 is an Army regulation that establishes the standards, processes, and procedures for information

assurance practices in the United States Army. It applies to everyone within the Army.
22.

In March 2010, the AR-25-2 prohibited certain "activities ... by any authorized

user on a Government provided [information system] or connection." These prohibited activities
included "[a]ttempt[ing] to ... circumvent, or bypass network [information systems] security
mechanisms." The AR-25-2 also prohibited "[s]haring personal accounts and authenticators
(passwords or PINs)."
II.

MANNING'S EARLY DISCLOSURES TO WIKILEAKS

23.

According to Manning, she began helping WikiLeaks soon after WikiLeaks

publicly released messages from the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on November 25, 2009.
24.

As the examples in the following two sections demonstrate, Manning transmitted

a large amount of classified information to WikiLeaks prior to March 2010, which was when she
formed the agreement with Assange that is the subject of this complaint.
A. Classified Significant Activity Reports Relating To Iraq And Afghanistan Wars

25.

During her court-martial proceedings. Manning has admitted that, prior to March

2010, she provided WikiLeaks with classified significant activity reports from the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars ("Iraq War Reports" and "Afghanistan War Reports," respectively).
26.

According to Manning, she downloaded the Iraq War Reports and Afghanistan

War Reports from the relevant CIDNE databases in late December 2009 and early January 2010,

and initially saved the records on a CD-RW that she kept in her SCIF. Manning admitted that
she later took the CD-RW out of the SCIF and copied the data from the CD-RW onto her

8
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personal laptop. Manning stated that she transferred the data from her laptop to a Secure Digital
("SD") memory card, which she took with her when she went on leave later in January 2010.

27.

Investigators later recovered the SD card that Manning used to transport the Iraq

War Reports and Afghanistan War Reports. Forensic analysis of the SD card revealed that it

contained the CIDNE databases for Iraq (391,883 records) and Afghanistan (91,911 records).
The SD card also contained a README.txt file, which contained the following message:
Items of Historical Significance for Two Wars: Iraq and
Afghanistan Significant Activities (SIGACTs) between 0000 on 01
JAN 2004 and 2359 on 31 DEC 2009 (Iraq local time, and
Afghanistan local time) CSV extracts are from the Department of
Defense (DoD) Combined Information and Data Exchange
(CIDNE) Database. It's already been sanitized of any source
identifying information. You might need to sit on this information,
perhaps 90-180 days, to figure out how best to release such a large
amount of data, and to protect source. This is possibly one of the
more significant documents of our time, removing the fog of war,
and revealing the true nature of 21st century asymmetric warfare.
Have a good day.
28.

According to Manning, she uploaded the Iraq War Reports, Afghanistan War

Reports, and README.txt file to the WikiLeaks website on or around February 3, 2010.
29.

WikiLeaks publicly released the Iraq War Reports and Afghanistan War Reports

on its website later in 2010. In July 2010, WikiLeaks released approximately 76,000 of the

Afghanistan War Reports. Then, in October 2010, WikiLeaks released approximately 391,832
Iraq War Reports.

30.

Manning and WikiLeaks had reason to believe that public disclosure of the

Afghanistan War Reports and Iraq War Reports would cause injury to the United States.
Documents included in the Afghanistan War Reports contained information the disclosure of

which potentially endangered U.S. troops and Afghan civilians, and aided enemies of the United
States. Numerous Secret reports, for example, related to the identity and significance of local
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supporters of United States and Coalition forces in Iraq and Afghanistan.
31.

In fact, according to a July 30, 2010 New York Times article entitled "Taliban

Study WikiLeaks to Hunt Informants," after the release ofthe Afghanistan War Reports, a
member of the Taliban contacted the New York Times and stated, "We are studying the report.
We knew about the spies and people who collaborate with U.S. forces. We will investigate
through our own secret service whether the people mentioned are really spies working for the
U.S. If they are U.S. spies, then we will know how to punish them."
32.

Moreover, on May 2, 2011, United States government officials raided the

compound of Usama bin Laden in Abbottabad, Pakistan. During the raid, they collected a
number of items of digital media, which included, among other things, (1) a letter firom bin

Laden to another member of the terrorist organization al-Qaeda in which bin Laden requested
that the member gather the DoD material posted to WikiLeaks, and (2) a letter from that member
of al-Qaeda to Bin Laden with information from the Afghanistan War Reports released by
WikiLeaks.

33.

In addition, some of the Afghanistan War Reports included detailed reports of

improvised explosive device ("lED") attacks on United States and Coalition forces in
Afghanistan. The enemy could use these reports to plan future lED attacks because they
described lED techniques, devices, and explosives, and revealed the countermeasures used by
United States and Coalition forces against lED attacks and potential limitations to those
countermeasures,

34.

I have reviewed a number of the Afghanistan War Reports and Iraq War Reports

that WikiLeaks released. The reports that I reviewed contained classification markings reflecting
that they were classified as "SECRET." This suggests that the versions of the Afghanistan War
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Reports and Iraq War Reports that Manning transmitted to WikiLeaks clearly reflected that they
were classified.
B. Classified Iceland Documents

35.

As a further example, Manning also provided WikiLeaks with a number of

classified documents relating to Iceland prior to March 2010.

36.

According to Manning, she accessed the NCD portal on February 14, 2010, and

found a cable entitled "10 Reykjavik 13," which addressed an Icelandic issue known as

"Icesave." Manning admitted that she burned the information onto a CD-RW on February 15,
2010, took it to her personal housing unit, saved the document to her personal laptop, and then
uploaded it to WikiLeaks.

37.

WikiLeaks released this "Icesave" cable on its website on or around February 18,

2010. I have reviewed the document that WikiLeaks released on its website. It contained clear

markings reflecting it was classified as "Confidential," That suggests that the version of the
Icesave cable that Manning transmitted to WikiLeaks clearly reflected that it was classified.

38.

In addition, on February 14,2010, Manning, using IPl identified to her, viewed

the Intellipedia website for Iceland. From this website. Manning clicked on links to, and viewed,

three files entitled "Sigurdardottir.pdf," "Skarphedinsson.pdf," and "Jonsson.pdf" A forensic
examination of Manning's personal laptop computer showed that a storage device was inserted
into her machine. The volume name of the CD—"100215_0621"—vindicated that the CD was

burned on February 15, 2010, at 6:21 a.m. The file names "Jonsson.pdf," "Sigurdardottir.pdf,"
and "Skarphedinsson.pdf' were burned to the CD.
39.

On March 29, 2010, WikiLeaks posted on its website classified U.S. State

Department biographies of three Icelandic officials: Icelandic Prime Minister Johanna
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Sigurdardottir; Icelandic Minister of Foreign Affairs and External Trade Ossur Skarphedinsson;
and Icelandic Ambassador to the United States Albert Jonsson. I have reviewed the three

biographies released by WikiLeaks. They contained clear markings indicating that they were
classified as "Confidential."

40.

Thus, as the examples in these two sections demonstrate. Manning provided

hundreds of thousands of classified documents to WikiLeaks prior to March 2010. WikiLeaks

received and published the classified documents, despite their clear markings indicating that they
were classified.
III.

MANNING'S CHATS WITH ASSANGE

41.

A person assigned a name with initials '"NF" held a series of online chat

conversations with Manning in which the pair discussed providing classified documents to

WikiLeaks and the protection of Manning's identity as a source of the documents. According to
the dates on the chats, they occurred between March 5, 2010, and March 18,2010. During the
chat conversations, Manning used the alias "Nobody" and the account

"dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de," while NF used the account "pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de."
42.

Those chats took place on the "Jabber" chat server. Jabber is used for real-time

instant messaging. Manning and NF used a Jabber chat service hosted on jabber.ccc.de. "CCC"

is a commonly used acronym for the Berlin-based Chaos Computer Club, which according to
accounts on the Internet, Assange had firequented.

43.

At her court-martial proceedings. Manning stated that she "engaged in

conversation often" with NF, "sometimes as long as an hour or more." Forensic analysis showed

that Manning deleted or removed the NF chat logs fi"om her laptop. Nevertheless, investigators
have been able to recover several portions of the chats between Manning and NF from
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Manning's personal computer.

44.

A complete copy of the recovered chats between Manning and NF is attached to

this Affidavit as Attachment A.

A. Assange Was "NF"

45.

At her court-martial proceeding, Manning claimed that she believed the individual

with whom she was chatting "was likely Mr. Julian Assange, Mr. Daniel Schmidt, or a proxy
representative of Mr. Assange and Schmidt."

46.

As summarized below, however, the evidence demonstrates that Assange was the

"NF" who communicated with Manning in the March 2010 chats.
47.

Specific information provided by NF in the March 2010 chats indicates that NF

was Assange. For example, when chatting with Maiming on March 5, 2010, NF confided that he
liked debates, and that he "[j]ust finished one on the IMMI, and crushed some wretch firom the

journalists union." NF told Manning that the debate was "[v]ery satisfying," and that "the
husband of the wretch" had exposed a source, an IT consultant who had given NF "10Gb of
banking documents."

48.

"IMMI" refers to the Icelandic Modem Media Initiative, a legislative proposal of

considerable public interest in Iceland at the time. According to accounts available on the
Internet, on March 5,2010, before NF's chat with Manning about a debate, the University of
Iceland presented a panel that discussed media topics, including the IMMI. Assange was a

member of that panel, as was the female deputy president of the Icelandic journalists association.
49.

Moreover, the NF in the March 2010 chats with Manning appeared to have

extensive knowledge of WikiLeaks' day-to-day operations, including knowledge of submissions
of information to the organization, as well as of financial matters. During the chats, on March 8,
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2010, and March 16, 2010, Manning asked NF about the financial state of WikiLeaks. On both

occasions, NF responded by identifying financial difficulties that WikiLeaks had to overcome,
such as losing its credit card vendor. NF also stated that WikiLeaks had raised half a million of

an unspecified currency. NF thus demonstrated intimate familiarity with WikiLeaks' financial
affairs and circumstances, which Assange would have.

50.

Further, the NF in the chats with Manning mentioned that he planned to attend a

conference on investigative joumalism in Norway in late March 2010. On March 17,2010, NF
told Manning that NF would "be doing an investigative joumo conf in norway this week end, so

may be out of contact most of the time." In fact, on March 18, 2010, according to an article on
the Internet authored by Assange, Assange traveled from Iceland eventually to Oslo, Norway,
where he attended and spoke at a March 20 conference held by SKUP, an investigative-

journalism organization. According to accounts on the Internet, Assange's name appeared on a
list of individuals scheduled to attend the conference, and Assange was identified as a "lecturer."
A review of the other names on the list revealed no other persons known to be associated with

WikiLeaks, and no one named NF. Further, SKUP's website had a photo ofAssange speaking at
the conference.

51.

In addition, NF repeatedly discussed with Manning details about a video being

prepared for release, which NF referred to as "Project B." As reported in the New Yorker on
June 7,2010, "Project B" was the code name Assange and WikiLeaks used for the video about

the 2007 Apache helicopter attack, later released under the name "Collateral Murder."
52.

Also, on June 27, 2011, the FBI interviewed U.S. Person No. 1 (USl), who met

Assange in December 2009 in Berlin, Germany. According to USl, Assange and USl

exchanged email addresses at this time and began communicating via email. Eventually,
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Assange and USl began using the Jabber instant messaging service to communicate. According
to USl, Assange used the Jabber accountpressassociation@jabber.ccc.de to communicate with
USl via Jabber. Assange used pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de until the summer of 2010 to
communicate with USl. As noted, pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de was the Jabber account used

by NF in the chats with Manning.

53.

The evidence further reflects that Manning believed NF was Assange. In chats

with U.S. Person No. 2 (US2) on May 23, 2010, Manning stated that Assange "*might*" have

used the "ccc.de jabber server," the same server used in the chats between NF and Manning.
And on May 22,2010, Manning told US2 that she had communicated with Assange when

explaining that she was a source for WikiLeaks. Manning stated, "im a high profile source... and
i've developed a relationship with assange... but i don't know much more than what he tells me,
which is very little, it took me four months to confirm that the person i was communicating was
in fact assange."

54.

Furthermore, a forensic examination of Manning's personal computer seized on

May 28, 2010, revealed that pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de was associated with Assange in
Manning's "Buddy List" configuration file (blist.xml), and that deleted versions of Manning's
blist.xml file identified pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de as an alias for NF. The file had a
creation date and last vmtten date of May 28, 2010.
55.

Based on this evidence, I have concluded that Manning's partner in the chats,

assigned the usemame "NF," was in fact Assange. Accordingly, in the following discussion of
the March 2010 chats, I identify Assange as the person with whom Manning communicated.
B. Nature of the Assange-Manning Chats

56.

As the below examples illustrate, the recovered chats between Manning and
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Assange reflect that the two collaborated on Manning's disclosure of classified information to

WikiLeaks for WikiLeaks to disseminate publicly.
1. JTF-GTMO Documents

57.

At her court-martial proceeding, Manning admitted that she provided WikiLeaks

with Joint Task Force Guantanamo ("JTF-GTMO") Detainee Assessment Briefs ("DABs") in
early March 2010.

58.

In fact, Attachment A reflects discussions between Manning and Assange about

the value of these documents and Manning's transmission of them to Assange.
59.

On March 7, 2010, Manning asked Assange, "how valuable are JTF GTMO

detention memos containing summaries, background info, capture info, etc?" Assange replied,
"time period?" Manning answered, "2002-2008." Assange responded, "quite valuable to the

lav^^ers of these guys who are trying to get them out, where those memos suggest their
innocence/bad procedure...also valuable to merge into the general history, politically gitmo is
mostly over though."

60.

Manning has admitted that "[a]fter this discussion, [she] decided to download the

DABs."

61.

On March 8, 2010, Manning told Assange, "im sending one last archive of

interesting stuff... should be in the x folder at some point in the next 24 hours." Assange replied,
"ok. great!" Manning added, "you'll need to figure out what to do with it all..."

62.

Later that day. Manning wrote to Assange, "anyway, im throwing everything i

got on JTF GTMO at you now... should take awhile to get up tho...summary/history/health

conditions/reasons for retaining or transfer of nearly every detainee (about 95%)." Assange
replied, "ok, great! what period does it cover for each internment?" Manning replied "2002-
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2009.Assange inquired if the information included "initial medical evaluation to exit
evaluation?"

63.

Also on March 8, 2010, Manning updated Assange about the ongoing upload,

stating that the "upload is at about 36%." Assange asked for an "ETA," to which Manning
responded "11-12 hours... guessing since its been going for 6 already." Assange asked, "how
many mb?" Manning replied "about 440mb" and "a lot of scanned pdf[']s."
64.

Two days later, on March 10,2010, Assange reported to Manning, "there[']s a

usemame in the gitmo docs" and asked "i assume i should filter it out?" Manning stated that
"any usemames should probably be filtered, period." Manning then recognized, "but at the same
time, theres a gazillion of them."

65.

Later in the chat on March 10, 2010, Manning asked, "anything useful in there?"

Assange replied "no time, but have someone on it." Assange then followed up that "there surely
will be" and that "these sorts of things are always motivating to other sources too." Assange
noted that such disclosures provided "inspiration" for other leakers because "gitmo=bad,
leakers=enemy of gitmo, leakers=good."

66.

WikiLeaks ultimately released the JTF-GTMO DABs starting in April 2011. By

August 2011, it had released 765 JTF-GTMO DABs.
67.

As General Robert Carr testified during Manning's court martial, the release of

the DABs caused problems for the United States' efforts to move detainees out of Guantanamo

Bay to other countries. According to General Carr, at the time of the release ofthe DABs, the
Department of State was negotiating with foreign governments regarding the transfer of the

detainees. The release of the classified DABs threatened to conflict with those negotiations.
68.

I have reviewed a number of the JTF-GTMO DABs that WikiLeaks released.
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They contained clear markings indicating that they were classified as "SECRET."

2. Assange Encourages Manning To Continue Searching For Documents

69.

The March 2010 chats also reveal that Assange provided Manning with

encouragement to provide more information.

70.

On March 8,2010, when discussing the JTF GTMO upload. Manning told

Assange, "after this upload, thats all i really have got left." Assange replied, "curious eyes never
run dry in my experience."

71.

hi response, Manning stated, "ive already exposed quite a bit, just no-one knows

yet. ill slip into darkness for a few years, let the heat die down." Manning added, "considering
just how much one source has given you, i can only imagine the overl[o]ad."
72.

Earlier in the same day, Assange noted that there had been "2500 articles in .is

referendum in the past 15 hours, despite it being a Sunday." (The domain name for Iceland is
".is.") Manning stated, "oh yeah.. .osc went haywire digging into .is." (Based on the context, in

using the term "osc," Manning likely was referring to the CIA's open source center.) Assange
responded, "yeah? that[']s something we want to mine entirely, btw."
3. Manning And Assange Discuss Concealing Source Of Documents

73.

During his chats with Manning, Assange asked whether documents sent by

Manning about an arrest by Iraqi police were "releasable." Manning advised Assange that
certain documents could be released, but that an original incident report could not be, and that a

translation of a report was "super not releasable." Assange asked that Manning "be sure to tell

me these things as soon as possible," and "better yet in the submission itself," since Assange was
"not the only one to process this stuff and also will forget details if publication is delayed a long

time due to the flood of other things." After Manning asked if Assange was "gonna give release
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a shot?," Assange opined that a lack of detail in the releasablematerial "may be problematic,"
Manning suggested that WikiLeaks could refer to a hotel located near where the arrest occurred;
she "figured it would make it look more like a journalist acquired it... ifthe hotel was

mentioned." Manning also advised Assangethat she was "all over the place ... clearing logs,"
and that she was "not logging at all... safe .... i just wanted to be certain."

74.

Thus, in the quoted communications Manning and Assange discussed the form in

which WikiLeaks could disclose the information about the arrest by Iraqi police, and the

suppression ofparticular material that if released might reveal Manning's identity as the source.
75.

In addition. Manning assured Assange that by "clearing logs" she was taking the

proper steps to prevent discovery, by leaving no trace on her computer of their communications.
4. Assange's Knowledge That Manning Was In The U.S. Armed Forces In Iraq
*

76.

The March 2010 chats between Manning and Assange included military jargon

and references to current events in Iraq suggesting that Assange knew Manning was an American
service member in Iraq.
77.

For example, on March 6, 2010, Assange asked Manning, "it looks like a MiTT

report?" MiTT is a military acronym for Military Transition Team, a team that trains local Iraqi
troops.

78.

On March 18, 2010, Manning used the military term "MI" (for Military

Intelligence) in a chat with Assange. Later that day, Assange wrote to Manning, "but
remember...rules are just for the grunts..." in response to a discussion about the breaking of rules
by an Army Lieutenant Colonel and senior officers. "Grunts" is military slang for enlisted

military personnel in general and is often specifically used for infantrymen.

79.

Further, Manning made several references to specific events and places in Iraq
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(including the Tigris River) that indicated Manning was then in Iraq.
IV.

MANNING AND ASSANGE'S AGREEMENT TO CRACK A COMPUTER
PASSWORD TO ACCESS CLASSIFIED NATIONAL SECURITY
INFORMATION

80.

As described below, during their March 2010 chats. Manning and Assange

reached an agreement for Assange to assist Manning in cracking a password related to two

computers with access to classified national security information. I understand the following
through my review of the testimony of a forensic examiner in Manning's court martial, my
conversations with FBI forensic examiners, and research on the Internet.

A. Background On Password Hashes

81.

A computer using a Microsoft Windows operating system does not store users'

passwords in plain text for security reasons. Instead, the computer stores passwords as "hash

values." When a user creates a password for the relevant usemame, the password passes through
a mathematical algorithm, which creates a "hash value" for the password. Essentially, the

creation of the hash value is a form of encryption for storing the password. The hash value—^not
the plain text of the password—^is then stored on the computer.
82.

As additional security, the computer does not store the full hash value in one

location. Instead, the hash value for that usemame is broken into two parts. One part is stored in
the Security Accounts Manager (SAM) database as the SAM registry file. The SAM file in a
Windows operating system keeps usemames and parts of the hash value associated with the
usemame. The other part of the hash is stored in the "system file." To obtain the fiill hash value
associated with the password, one needs the parts fi"om the SAM file and the system file.
83.

Finally, as further security, Windows locks the SAM file and system file. Only

users with administrative level privileges can access the files.
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84.

However, even if a user does not have administrative level privileges, the user

might be able to access the system file or the SAM file by using special software, such as a
Linux operating system. A person, for example, can reboot a computer using a CD with the
Linux operating system and view the contents of the SAM file or system file.
85.

The evidence suggests that Manning did just that. Forensic analysis of Manning's

personal laptop computer reflects that she burned the Linux operating system to a CD on or
around March 2, 2010. Through forensic analysis, investigators have further determined that

Manning therefore could have viewed the SAM file ofboth IPl and IP2—^the SIPRNet
computers that Maiming primarily used—^by rebooting them with the Linux operating system
that she downloaded.

B. Agreement To Crack Password
86.

On March 8, 2010, at approximately 3:55 p.m., Manning asked Assange whether

he was "any good at Im hash cracking."
a. At the time, Windows operating systems commonly used two methods for

hashing and storing passwords, Lan Manager (LM) and New Technology Lan
Manager (NTLM). Referring to an LM hash or an NTLM hash is tantamount to
sajdng, "Windows password." Thus, in the above-described message, Manning
asked Assange if he was able to crack passwords for computers running Windows
operating systems.

87.

In response to Marming's question, Assange answered, "yes." Assange then

stated, "we have rainbow tables for Im." A "rainbow table" is a tool used to crack a hash value
to determine the password associated with it.
88.

After Assange claimed to have rainbow tables. Manning stated
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|lc." Manning then stated, "i think its Im + Imnt."
a. Manning Hkely meant to say "Im + ntlm." The hexadecimal string of text is
consistent with the format of an LM or NTLM hash. Further, on Windows

operating system version Vista or newer, LM is disabled, and only NTLM is used.
Manning's remark that she "thought" that the hash was "Im + Imnt" suggests that
she retrieved it from a computer running a pre-Vista version of Windows.
89.

A few minutes later, Manning further explained, "not even sure if thats the

hash....i had to hexdump a SAM file, since i don't have the system file." Assange asked, "what

makes youthink [it's] Im?"^ Assange asked, "its from a SAM?" Manning answered "yeah."
Assange then stated that he "passed it onto our Im guy."
a. hi the above-described chats Manning informed Assange that she had accessed

the SAM file with a program and had identified this particular 16-byte

hexadecimal value as a potential LM or NTLM password hash.

b. By saying she retrieved the password hash through a "hexdump," Manning likely
meant that she used a sofl;ware program to view the SAM file in "hexadecimal

format," in which raw computer data can be viewed.

90.

Two days later, at approximately 11:30 p.m. on March 10, 2010, Assange

followed up on the issue. Assange messagedManning and asked, "any more hints about this Im
hash?" Assange stated, "no luck so far."

91.

Investigators have not recovered a response by Manning to Assange's question,

and there is no other evidence as to what Assange did, if anything, with respect to the password.

^The numbers provided by Manningwere part of, but not the full, hash. Manning would have
needed the part of the hash from the system file as well to obtain the fiill value.
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The next chats that investigators were able to recover were dated March 16,2010. Thus, there is

approximately a six-day gap in the chats after Assange asked for further hints on the hash.
92.

Nevertheless, the recovered chats described above reflect an agreement between

Manning and Assange to crack the hash.
C. Password Belonged To A SIPRNet Computer
93.

Forensic investigators have determined that the hash that Assange agreed to help

Manning crack came from IPl and IP2.
94.

Using an image of Manning's SIPRNet computer hard drives, the forensic

investigator booted it with the same Linux operating system that Manning burned to a CD on her
personal computer.

95.

The forensic investigator then navigated to the SAM file on the computers. Using

a hex editor, the investigator was able to view and obtain the precise hash value that Manning
forwarded to Assange.

96.

The hash value that Manning forwarded to Assange was associated with the

password for an "FTP" user on IPl and IP2. The FTP user was not attributable to any specific
person.

97.

Although there is no evidence that the password to the FTP user was obtained,

had Manning done so, she would have been able to take steps to procure classified information
under a usemame that did not belong to her. Such measures would have fhistrated attempts to

identify the source of the disclosures to WikiLeaks.
V.

ASSANGE FLEES FROM JUSTICE

98.

On May 27, 2010, based on information provided by US2, Army investigators in

Iraq took Manning into military custody at FOB Hammer. Manning was subsequentlycharged
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with a variety of criminal offensesin a mihtary court-martial related to her disclosures to
WikiLeaks, including charges alleging unlawful transmission of national defense information, in
violation of 18 U.S.C. § 793(e), theft of government information, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 641,
and unlawful access to a government computer, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(1).
99.

On July 30, 2013, Manning was convicted of most ofthese charges, including

unlawftil gathering or transmission of national defense information, computer intrusion, and theft
of government property. Manningwas acquitted of aiding the enemy and of one count of 18
U.S.C. § 793(e). Manningwas sentenced to 35 years' imprisonment in August 2013.
100.

Meanwhile, beginning as early as November 2010 and as late as April 2017,

media outlets reported that the Departmentof Justice was investigating charges against
WikiLeaks or Assange in connection with the disclosures by Manning.
101.

On November 20, 2010, in connection with unrelated charges in Sweden, an

international arrest warrant was issued against Assange. Following litigation between December

2010 and May 2012, the United Kingdom (U.K.) Supreme Court determinedthat Sweden's
extradition request had been lawfully made, and the U.K. had ten days to take Assange to

Sweden. Instead of appealingto the European Court of Human Rights, in June 2012, Assange
fled to the Ecuadorian embassy in London. Ecuador formally granted Assange diplomatic

asylum on August 16, 2012, "citinghis well-founded fears of political persecution and the
possibility of the deathpenaltywerehe sent to the United States." Specifically, Assange feared
that "ifhe were to be sent to USA, he might be prosecuted and perhaps be executed by a military

court in regard to his involvement in the release of stolen and leaked American documents on its
crimes in Afghanistan and Iraq." See

http://www.aalco.int/Ruling%20of%20UNWGAD%20on%20Julian%20Assange.pdf.
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102.

Assange has made numerous comments reflecting that he took refuge in the

Ecuadorian embassy to avoid extradition and charges in the United States.
103.

For example, in 2013, the WikiLeaks website posted an affidavit by Assange

concerning alleged monitoring of his activities and the search and seizure of his property. In this
affidavit, Assange acknowledged that he was "granted asylum after a formal assessment by the

government of Ecuador in relation to the current and future risks of persecution and cruel,
inhuman and degrading treatment in the United States in response to my publishing activities and

my political opinions. I remain under the protection of the embassy of Ecuador in London for
this reason." See https://wikileaks.org/IMG/html/Affidavit_of_Julian_Assange.htmL
104.

On May 19, 2017, in response to Sweden's decision to discontinue its

investigation regarding suspected rape by Julian Assange, Assange publicly stated, "While today
was an important victory and an important vindication ... the road is far fi*om over

The

war, the proper war, is just commencing. The UK has said it will arrest me regardless. Now the
United States, CIA Director Pompeo, and the U.S. Attorney General have said that I and other
WikiLeaks staff have no rights ... we have no first amendment rights.. .and my arrest and the

arrest of our other staff is a priority.... The U.K. refuses to confirm or deny at this stage
whether a U.S. extradition warrant is already in the U.K. territory. So, this is a dialogue that we

want to happen. Similarly, with the United States, while there have been extremely threatening
remarks made, I am always happy to engage in a dialogue with the Department of Justice about
what has occurred." https://www.bloomberg.eom/news/articles/2017-05-19/swedish-

prosecutors-to-drop-rape-investigation-against-assange.
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CONCLUSION

105.

The evidence summarized in this Affidavit establishes probable cause to believe

that the defendant, Julian P. Assange, committed the offense alleged in the complaint; namely,

Assange violated 18 U.S.C. § 371 by conspiring to (1) access a computer, without authorization

and exceeding authorized access, to obtain classified national defense information in violation of
18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(1); and (2) access a computer, without authorization and exceeding
authorized access, to obtain information from a department or agency of the United States in
furtherance of a criminal act in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(2), (c)(2)(B)(ii).

Respectfully submitted,

ml Agent Megan Brown
Fed ral Bureau of Investigation

Subscribed and sworn before me thi^^ day ofDecember 2017
fsl

„...fesa Carroll Buchanan

United States Magistrate Judge
United States Magistrate Judge
Alexandria, Virginia
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Message Text

Sender Account

Sender Alias

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 00:56:32 5-6 iiours for total upload?

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-05 03:32:57

Date-Time

uploaded

2010-03-05 03:33:31 no, it was like 5 minutes

2010-03-05 03:36:21 ping
2010-03-05 03:37:36

ping

2010-03-05 03:38:54 anyway... should be good to go with that...
2010-03-05 05:39:50 news?
2010-03-05 05:41:22
2010-03-05 21:07:12 hi

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:07:49 hiya

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:08:15 1 like debates.

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:09:27 Just finished one on the IMMI, and crushed some

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:11:01 vid?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:11:24 Of this?

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:11:37

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:11:56

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:12:04 ah

wretch from the journalists union.
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@Jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociatlon@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

yeah
Not videotaped, i think.

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Very satisfying though
&gt;nod&lt;
2010-03-05 21:12:44 Source here just gave me 10Gb of banking docs.

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:13:10 lb?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:13:11

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:12:24

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:12:38

IHeleaked some before, was exposed by the husband
of the wretch.

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:13:27 cross-bank, was an it consultant.

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:13:39 got arrested two weeks ago

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:13:50 Had is bank accounts frozen.

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:14:02

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:14:09 /is/his

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:14:26

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:15:04

and has been offered 15 million kroner to shut up
mmm

needed to offload them so they&apos;d stop going
after him

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:17:31 &gt;yawn&lt;

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 21:19:26 tired?

Nobody

2010-03-05 21:20:54

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 22:53:22 ping

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-05 23:41:17 ping

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 00:31:55 here

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:41:22 ping

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:41:27 pong

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:41:34 can you tell me more about these files?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:41:41 or the status of the issue?

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:41:58

waking up =)

2010-03-06 00:32:52 pong

2010-03-06 00:39:19 ...and zero reply status =P
2010-03-06 06:40:54 ping

uhmm... no new information... everybody is focused
on the election

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

what&apos;s the caps thing?
caps?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:42:07

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:42:15

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:42:22 CAPS

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:42:38 who&apos;s the author?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:42:39 and are all these releasable?

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:42:42

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:42:46 what about the english translation?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:42:55 yes

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 06:42:55

so much going on... ahhhh

everything is notes

2010-03-06 06:43:02 minus the photos

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:43:13

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:43:29

the photos are releasable
ok, what about the incident report?
cant release the original, but the information can be
scraped from it
i.e. sources indicate this happened at this place at

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:43:52

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:44:08

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:44:17 yup

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:44:38

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:44:39 translation is super not releasable

this time

it looks like a MiTT report?
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Message Text

Sender Account

Sender Alias

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:45:01

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:45:03

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

possible
yes, came from federal police into US hands
2010-03-06 06:45:07 and better yet in the submission itself

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:45:12 yes, sorry

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:45:59

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:46:02

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:46:28

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 06:46:33

2010-03-06 06:48:47

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:58:20 yes

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:58:37 cool

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:58:40

lack of detail may be problematic, but we&apos;[l see
i.e &quot:easier&quot: stories for press to get
im sure you can try to confirm SOMETHING... there is
a hotel called the Hotel Ishtar nearby to that location

Date-Time

ok. be sure to tell me these things as soon as

i&apos;m not the only one to process this stuff and
also will forget details if publication is delayed a long
time due to the flood of other things
though... who knows... everybody is running around
like headless chickens

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

malaki is expected to win again though?
basically
2010-03-06 06:46:39 lose a few seats maybe
2010-03-06 06:46:42 but win overall
2010-03-06 06:46:56

probably have to form a new coalition
blah, sorry about the craziness... gonna give release
a shot?

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:59:09

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-06 06:59:10

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 06:59:36

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 06:59:46

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 07:01:55

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:02:42 haha

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:03:19

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 07:03:25 foreign

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:03:33

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:03:43 evil work

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 07:03:43 Iraq themed releases?

2010-03-06 07:00:01
2010-03-06 07:00:11
2010-03-06 07:00:24
2010-03-06 07:01:19

2010-03-06 07:02:38

does it have grid refs?
grid references within the document, yes
that was were the arrests took place
morocco publishing company
gives coordinates (in the military report)
i figured it would make it look more like a journalist
acquired it... if the hotel was mentioned
[popular among gays, oddly]
<div><a href=http;//travel.yahoo.com/p-hotel-2514619
hoteljshtar-i" style="background-color: #ffffff:fontfamily: Helvetica; font-size:
12pt;">http://travel.yahoo.com/p-hotel-2514619hotel_ishtar-i</a></div></message>
l&apos;m surprised there are any left.

2010-03-06 07:03:27 that is

full transcript for video is now complete

2010-03-06 07:04:08 yes, the transcripts say a lot about attitudes
2010-03-06 07:05:30

might also be known as Sheraton Ishtar

2010-03-06 07:05:41 <div><a

href=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SheratonJshtar"
style-"background-color: #ffffff;font-family: Helvetica;
font-size:

12pt:">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SheratonJshtar</a
></div></message>
2010-03-06 07:06:13 its somewhere in that general area... &quot:Morocco
Publishing&quot;... its been too crazy for me to try

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-06 07:07:14

and find

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawqnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

anyway, gotta dash... should be back in a few hours

Nobody

2010-03-06 07:07:21 good luck

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:07:34 you too

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:07:49 um, transcripts?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:07:53 ah, yes, sorry.

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 07:08:11 its a HUGE jumble xD

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:08:17

Nobody

2010-03-06 07:08:25 muh bad

2010-03-06 07:08:12 =P

plural confused me.
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Sender Alias

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 07:08:34

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 07:11:01 the arrest location

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-06 07:11:36 why important?

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-06 07:11:46 1 think hotel Is on the west side

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawg network@jabber. ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassoclation@jabber.ccc.de

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Date-Time

Message Text
gotta go fo&apos; realz =P

Sender Account

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

2010-03-06 07:08:37 ciaoness
2010-03-06 07:10:28

oh, it was on the EAST side of the tigris... thats
important

2010-03-06 07:11:03 that is

2010-03-06 07:12:21
2010-03-06 07:12:43
2010-03-06 07:12:50
2010-03-06 09:25:55
2010-03-06 10:59:53

2010-03-06 12:48:15
2010-03-06 14:37:11
2010-03-07 07:03:53

ah, im all over the place... clearing logs...
not logging at all... safe
i just wanted to be certain
any more questions?
i have a quick question
busy day for you ?
ping
ping
brb, checking flights

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:08:29

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-07 07:11:49 k

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:15:36

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:16:00 how valuable are JTF GTMO detention memos

2010-03-07 07:14:56

i have a quick question?
sure...lots of time pressure atm though so answer will
be brief

containing summaries, background info, capture info,
etc?

time period?

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:16:18

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:16:25 2002-2008

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:17:35

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:18:12

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

quite valuable to the lawyers of these guys who are
trying to get them out, where those memos suggest
their innocence/bad proceedure
also valuable to merge into the general history,
politically gitmo is mostly over though

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:18:20 yeah

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:18:28 although transfers to afghanistan might rise it again

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-07 07:18:38 &gt%oPNG

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:19:29

2010-03-07 07:18:43

illget back to that later
depends on definition of valuable of course..
there&apos;s been a fair bit of inflation the last few
months:)

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:19:39 i noticed

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:19:51 BTW

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:20:12

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:20:17 i saw

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:20:25 How cool is that?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:20:54

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:20:56

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:21:13

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-07 07:21:20 ah, been there before

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:22:34 indeed it is

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:22:51 i.e vetoing bills [go back and do it again!]

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:23:32

call is bad, 1agree, anyone with some $ has a syringe

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@iabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-07 07:23:40

right into the heart of the state constitution
&gt;nod&lt:

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-07 07:23:52 bbk

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-07 07:23:58

Nobody

2010-03-07 10:53:48 so when is the site coming back?

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

WE won the referendum - only 1.4% voted against.

First referendum in Icelandic history, ever.
not sure how much influence you actually had...
though im sure you had an impact of some kind
by &apos:we&apos: 1mean everyone working
towards it

Nobody

im wary of referenda
democracy sounds good... until you realize
you&apos:re a vulnerable minority...
2010-03-07 07:21:57 but quite possibly swung It., there was lots of stuff
going on behind the scenes here.
2010-03-07 07:22:09 case in point: proposition 8 in California
2010-03-07 07:22:21 Yes. This is democracy in the negative though, which
is usually great.
2010-03-07 07:21:28
2010-03-07 07:21:51

gotta run too

2010-03-07 07:23:59 ttyl
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Date-Time

Message Text

Sender Account

Sender Alias

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-08 05:46:56 hello

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:48:43

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:48:50

heya!
how goes?

Nobody

2010-03-08 05:49:22 not bad

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:52:19 vid has been enhanced and rendered now. subtitles

Nobody

2010-03-08 05:52:30 nice

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:52:47

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 05:53:03 the stills taken from the wide angle?
2010-03-08 05:53:31

dropped camera

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:53:42

no..

Nobody

2010-03-08 05:53:51 ah, the video stills then

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:53:52 from the video cam

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 05:54:14 sounds good

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:56:10

still all over the place, here
After the contrast enhancement, something about the
lack of resolution / smoke gives a film-noir quality

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:56:16

yeah, i&apos:ve heard.

Nobody

2010-03-08 05:56:25 heard?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:56:29

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 05:56:43

done for engiish
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

2010-03-08 05:55:54

it looks good, the stills are very moving

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:58:05

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 05:58:59

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:04:09 lalala

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:04:54

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:05:05 mm?

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:05:22 looks like we have the last 4 mothers of all audio to all

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:05:29 s/mothers/months

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 06:05:46 interesting
2010-03-08 06:08:49

im sending one last archive of intersting stuff... should
be in the x folder at some point in the next 24 hours

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:10:08

ok. great!

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 06:10:09 74b3*.tar.b22
2010-03-08 06:10:50

you&apos;ll need to figure out what to do with it all...

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:11:03

a lot of odd things are happening lately

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:11:08 such as?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:11:48

2010-03-08 05:57:02
2010-03-08 05:57:09

outcome yet?
busy few weeks
no... wont be for weeks... it was very quiet
expected a lot more
people can get worked up internally...
somethings are encouraged to be said, others not,
and after they flow around long enough, there&apos;s
a lack of grounding.
jesus

phones in the .is parliament

2010-03-08 06:06:09 *had nothing to do with this one*

it&apos;s hard to describe without going through them
ail

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

but there&aposis something in the air.

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:11:53

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:12:07 in Iceland, or globally

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:12:40

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

germany say the same thing
2010-03-08 06:12:49 and there&apos;s some evidence of that

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:13:13

such as... (i hate to inquire too much, but im benign)

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:13:36

it may be more readily visible in .is due to less inertia

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

[small economy]
2010-03-08 06:14:09 definitely feel something odd here...

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:14:38

some recent things... in denmark the main newspaper
printed an entire book in afghanistan that was about
to be injuncted suddenly in its Sunday paper

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:14:50

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:14:55

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:15:04

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:15:25

to subvert the injunction
[about afghanistan, not in]
injunction came from dep of defence
fox news editorialized to say, give money to WL

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:15:42 .nl government just fell over afghanistan

this is what l&apos:m trying to detenmine. people in
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Date-Time

Message Text

Sender Account

Sender Alias

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:15:49 indeed

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:16:00

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:16:07 yep

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:16:34

Nobody

ago are now courted.
2010-03-08 06:17:06 1told you before, government/organizations cant

german constitutional court just struck down data
retention

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nobody
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nobody
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

wi actions tliat were considered totally radical 3 years

control information... the harder they try, the more
violently the information wants to get out
2010-03-08 06:17:22 2500 articles in .is referendum in the past 15 hours,
despite it being a Sunday
2010-03-08 06:17:34 you&apos;re like the first pin to pop a balloon
2010-03-08 06:17:52 many other things like this
2010-03-08 06:18:13 restrict supply = value increases, yes
2010-03-08 06:18:21 oh yeah... osc went haywire digging into .is
2010-03-08 06:18:37 us dod has another tact though, dump billions in free
&quot:news&quot: content
2010-03-08 06:18:44 yeah?
2010-03-08 06:18:56 that&apos:s something we want to mine entirely, btw

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

1had an account there, but changed ips too quickly
usually its pretty dull reading, one or two things on .is
a day... but its like 20-25 for today alone
2010-03-08 06:19:40 just FBIS or analysis included?
2010-03-08 06:19:54 no analysis, too early...
2010-03-08 06:20:03 24-48 hours it takes for analysis if done
2010-03-08 06:22:01 anyway, im throwing everything i got on JTF GTMO at
you now... should take awhile to get up tho
2010-03-08 06:23:22 summary / history / health conditions / reasons for
retaining or transfer of nearly every detainee (about
95%)
2010-03-08 06:24:01 ok, great!

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:24:15 what period does it cover for each internment?

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:19:10

2010-03-08 06:19:16

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:24:48 2002-2009...

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:25:21 so initial medical evaluation to exit evaluation?

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:25:37 no, just summaries...

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:25:52 but summaries of that?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:26:26 i.e from entry to exit?

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 06:26:31

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:26:50

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:26:58 Memos such asSUBJECT: Recommendation to

not quite

2010-03-08 06:26:33 gaps

where do the gaps come from?

Retain under DoD Control (DoD) for Guantanamo
Detainee.<br />ISN; US9AS-000002DP

i have a csv that organizes the info as much as

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:27:51

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:27:55 1 hate these gitmo guys

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:28:29

possible

OFAFBU sums up the sort of people they ended up
with

[one flight away from being ugly] aka &quot:gitmo
cute&quot;

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:28:48

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 06:28:56 haha

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:31:14 you too. and take care!

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:31:42

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:32:15

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

2010-03-08 06:30:57 anyway, gotta run, have a nice day

Nobody
Nobody

after this upload, thats all i really have got left
curious eyes never run dry in my experience
2010-03-08 06:32:18 i sat on it for a bit, and figured, eh. why not
2010-03-08 06:32:52 ive already exposed quite a bit, just no-one knows yet

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:33:34

illslip into darkness for a few years, let the heat die
down

won&apos;t take a few years at the present rate of
change

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:34:05

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:34:08 true

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:34:19

almost feels like the singularity is coming
there&apos;s such acceleration
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Sender Account

Sender Alias

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-08 06:34:52

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociatlon@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassoci3tion@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Date-Time

Message Text

yes... and considering just how much one source has
given you, i can only imagine the overlad

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:35:05 yes

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 06:35:15 *load

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:35:34

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 06:35:57

2010-03-08 06:35:30 cya

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

1just hope we can do justice to it all.
We have the numbers, just need to figure out how to
scale the management.
2010-03-08 06:36:04 night!

Nobody

2010-03-08 11:13:06 hi

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 11:44:16 hoi

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 11:44:27

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 12:19:56 wasnt asleep... going to sleep soon

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 12:21:39 ETA?

Nobody

2010-03-08 12:22:05

2010-03-08 12:20:21

short sleep?
upload is at about 36%

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

11-12 hours... guessing since its been going for 6
already
2010-03-08 12:22:33 how many mb?

Nobody

2010-03-08 12:22:50 about 440mb

1Nobody

2010-03-08 12:24:46

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 14:38:00

a lot of scanned pdf&apos;s
what are you at donation-wise?
2010-03-08 15:55:28 any good at Im hash cracking?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 16:00:29 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 16:00:44 donations: not sure.

something in order of .5M
but we lost our CC processor, so this is making
matters somewhat painful.

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 16:00:55

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 16:01:30

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 16:02:23 we have rainbow tables for Im

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-08 16:04:14 80XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1c

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

need sleep &gt;yawn&gt;
not even sure if thats the hash... i had to hexdump a
SAM file, since i dont have the system file...
2010-03-08 16:10:06 what makes you think it&apos:s Im?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 16:10:19 its from a SAM?

Nobody

2010-03-08 16:10:24 yeah

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

2010-03-08 16:05:07 i think its Im + Imnt
2010-03-08 16:05:38 anyway...
2010-03-08 16:06:08
2010-03-08 16:09:06

passed it onto our Im guy

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-08 16:11:26

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-0816:11:40 thx
2010-03-08 21:31:59

.

got about an hour to go on that upload

2010-03-10 03:44:06 hi

Nobody

did you get what i sent?
via sftp
2010-03-10 03:46:04 heyal
2010-03-10 03:46:24 MD5 (74b3*.tar.bz2) = c36e31ab*

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 03:47:39 will check

Nobody

2010-03-10 03:47:47 sweet

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 03:47:54 somewhat distracted with all sorts of intrigues

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 03:48:01 heh, im sure

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 03:48:24 we now have the last 4 months of audio from

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 03:48:29 bbl

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 03:48:51 it was a *might* before

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 03:48:55 somebody&apos;s bad... =)

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 03:49:16 yup. nixon tapes got nothing on us

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 04:25:37 hmm

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 04:25:42 there&apos;s a username in the gitmo docs

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 04:25:58 i assume i should filter it out?

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 05:40:47 theres a username?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:45:56

Nobody

2010-03-10 05:46:00 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 03:45:05
2010-03-10 03:45:11

2010-03-10 03:48:13 imma get intrigued with my hot chocolate =)

telephones at the .Is parliament
2010-03-10 03:48:35 yes, you said earlier

2010-03-10 03:49:11

ttyl

2010-03-10 05:42:16 any usernames should probably be filtered, period
2010-03-10 05:42:38

but at the same time, theres a gazillion of them
is this ordered by country?
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Message Text
... gaziliion pdf&apos;s that is</span>
2010-03-10 05:47:15 anything useful in there?

Sender Account

Sender Alias

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccG.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@]abber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 05:46:48

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:50:54 no time, but have someone on It

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:51:00 there surely will be

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:51:12

Date-Time

and these sorts of things are always motivating to
other sources too

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 05:51:22

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:52:08 heh

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:52:29

Nobody

2010-03-10 05:52:38

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nobody
Nobody

&gt;nod&lt;

2010-03-10 05:51:33 inflation
2010-03-10 05:51:34 =P
2010-03-10 05:51:43

from an economic standpoint

1was thinking more inspiration
i know =)
2010-03-10 05:53:08 gitmo=bad,leakers=enemy of gitmo,leakers=good
2010-03-10 05:54:03 Hence the feeling is people can give us stuff for
anything not as &quot;dangerous as gitmo&quot; on
the one hand, and on the other, for people who know
more, there&apos:s a desire to eclipse....
2010-03-10 05:54:41 true
2010-03-10 05:55:05

ive crossed a lot of those &quot;danger&quot; zones,
so im comfortable

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:55:32 oh?

Nobody

2010-03-10 05:55:55

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 05:56:02

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:56:03 yes

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:56:13

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 05:55:25 learned a lot from the Iceland cable on my side

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

and that is... everyone is too busy to investigate too
deeply...
or clean up the mess
unless they think there&aposjs a real promotion in it

Nobody

2010-03-10 05:56:19 indeed

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:56:35

Nobody

2010-03-10 05:56:41 yep

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:56:46

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 05:56:51

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:57:53

after a few days, no one gives a damn, generally
especially now with the pace of change so high
oh yeah

2010-03-10 05:56:58 its nuts

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

ive given up on trying to imagine whats next
i predict its nothing i can predict
2010-03-10 05:58:21 actually...
2010-03-10 05:58:29 gave an intel source here a list of things we wanted

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:57:28

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:58:39 1-5

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:59:06

1 was &quot;something we have no idea of yet. hard
to find, but the most likely to be important&quot;

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 05:59:30

and they came back with the last 4 months of
parliament

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 06:00:40 thats a wtf... who did this kind of moment
2010-03-10 06:00:54 fall-out =P

So, that&apos;s what 1think the future is like;)

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:00:55

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:01:15 yes

Nobody

2010-03-10 06:01:57

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

2010-03-10 05:59:47 xD
2010-03-10 05:59:49 hilarious

now that humans are getting more and more
integrated into this information society... a level of
transparency never imagined or even truly desired is
coming into play
2010-03-10 06:02:18 it makes us more human if anything
2010-03-10 06:03:13 we&apos;ve created states, governments, religious
institutions, corporations... all these organizations to
hide behind...
2010-03-10 06:03:26

but at the end of the day, we&apos:re just guys and
girls
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Sender Account

Sender Alias

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:04:02

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassoclation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassoclation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@Jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl(@Jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworlc@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Date-Time

Message Text
WikiLeaks is looking for donations, but what itsi»i,
founders should do, is call upon script writers to make
a, perhaps reality based, dramatized, thriller movie of
one of the wikileaks cases, with corruption, infiltration,
espionage, hitmen, sabotage, etc. and call the movie
&quot:WikiLeaksl&quot:</span><br /><br /><span
style=font-family: Helvetica; font-size: 12pt:">l see
great potential for such a movie, and massive money
and advertising it would generate would establish
them firmly. l&apos:d then support by seeing the
movie. Hollywood would likely support."

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:04:04 haha

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:04:35 yes. its very healthy

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:04:47 but then, there is farmville...

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 06:04:59 the masquerade ball
2010-03-10 06:05:22

this is gonna be one hell of a decade

2010-03-10 06:05:45 it feels like 2010 should be ending soon...
2010-03-10 06:05:50

but we just got started
sense deceptions to suck $ out of people
it&apos;s as old as lipstick and the guitar of course,

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:05:51

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:06:06

dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwor[<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 06:06:39 voluntary matrix-style society?

but mmorpg are evil in a whole new way
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:06:46 yes

Nobody

2010-03-10 06:07:08 hmm

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:07:25

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:07:53 mmorpg&apos;s that have long term users are

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:08:59

dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

incentivised to keep them profitable
but 1imagine they&apos:ll merge into hybrid revenue
modes, where congnitive tasks and freelabor are
done using sense deception incentives
2010-03-10 06:09:48 like the &quot:video games&quot; from toys?
2010-03-10 06:10:12 haven&aposit seen that
2010-03-10 06:10:34 but it sure isn&apos;t a decade to be a gullible idiot:)

dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 06:11:24

dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 06:11:40

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:12:11

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 06:12:47

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:13:32

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 06:13:32

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:15:50

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 06:16:12

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:16:57

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 06:17:23

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 06:17:31

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 06:11:52

2010-03-10 06:13:04

2010-03-10 06:17:26

might be ok in the end

basic gist: retired general takes over a toy company,
invests in video games for kids to &quot;play&quot:,
but they&apos;re actually training to remotely use
little toy sized weapons
former toy owner tries to stop him
•company
heh. that&apos;s the example 1was going to use for
mmorpg (with drones) but decided it was too
grotesque
its not... its logical in frightening ways
i think like that... i dont know how it happened, but i
think that way
i predict war will turn into a continuous spectrum of
spying and violence
&quot:how can i take advantage of two things that
most people wouldn&apos;t think are
connected&quot;
with companies doing a lot of the lower end
{spying/violence} for their own reasons and a totally
seemless crossover (as is happening with the us)
between contractors/military to the degree that its not
clear who is tasking who
wow, dead on
everywhere, greater degrees of freedom, more fluidity
and mixing.
always an interesting discussion =)
ttyl
night!

Nobody

2010-03-10 20:58:03 hello

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 20:59:41 heya!

Nobody

2010-03-10 20:59:52 whats new?
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Date-Time

Message Text
350Gb of audio intercepts. But you knew already.

Sender Account

Sender Alias

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:00:22

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 21:00:30 mhmm

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:01:22 lots of smaller scale material

2010-03-10 21:00:57

is that the only thing?

Nobody

2010-03-10 21:01:28

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:01:44

&gt:nod&lt:
e.g bbc legal defense against trafigura which was

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:02:15

aljazeera doing another segment on WL

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:02:35 Canadian detainee docs

Nobody

2010-03-10 21:02:43 Canadian?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:03:00

censored

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de

some russian and Chinese stuff that 1can&apos;t read

Nobody

2010-03-10 21:03:08 hahaha

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:03:09 heh

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:03:17 and a list of ALL the tea party volunteers

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:03:42 from glen beck&apos;s email

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 21:03:48 jesus fucking Christ

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

whats the big deal with that? because some people
take that seriously
2010-03-10 21:04:26 an analysis of the greenhouse gas output of
Australia&apos:s &quot:earth hour&quot; fireworks
2010-03-10 21:04:32 (46 tonnes)
2010-03-10 21:04:57 The teaparty thing? lt&apos;s weird, but it should be

dawgnetworl<@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 21:05:21

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:05:33

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 21:05:39 *stays in reality*

2010-03-10 21:04:13

taken seriously

yeah, its one of those... grey areas between reality
and entertainment and ick

lt&apos;s the right wing overclass (fox) organization
of the righwing underclass. Think of them as brown
shirts.

2010-03-10 21:06:23

well, i dont know what posting a list from glenn

beck&apos:s email will do... but hey, its transparency
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:06:37

They&apos;re important because their organized free

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:06:54

And they may or may not break free of their masters.

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 21:07:50 is it like the entire world is uploading to you?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:08:24

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:08:31 Scientology in haiti...

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:08:52

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 21:08:58

lots of german stuff i don&apos:t understand, but we
have people who do
&gt;nod&lt;

2010-03-10 21:09:08

wow...

2010-03-10 21:09:15

im gonna leave you to work than
get back up and online... get immi passed... and start
publishing whatever you can... =)

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:10:08 heh

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:10:16

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:10:31

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:16:54 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:17:05

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:17:39 did you read our bulgarian shadow state doc?

Nobody

2010-03-10 21:17:45 well, fuck you do everything an intel agency does...

dawqnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-10 21:17:58 not really

labor.

2010^03-10 21:07:04 ah

2010-03-10 21:09:50

some hungarian finance things

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

aljazeera will also have a new WL doco
by the same producer who did IMMI piece
2010-03-10 21:11:36 agreement between the royal mail and its union

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:11:49 oh, this one is nice

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:11:55

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:12:31

Nobody

entire romanian police database
israeli&apos;s OECD application docs
2010-03-10 21:15:45 its like you&apos;re the first &quot;lntelligence
Agency&quot; for the general public
2010-03-10 21:16:39 downside is you get so much stuff in a single day that
its hard to prioritize
that&apos;s just a matter of growth, though

minus the anonymous sourcing
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Sender Account

Sender Alias

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:18:15

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-10 21:18:43

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:19:47

Date-Time

Message Text

Thie original WL about reads: &quot:...will be tlie first
intelligence agency of ttie people...&quot:
migiit iiave missed that, but its absolutely true

2010-03-10 21:19:31 anyway, gotta run... ttyl

Wikileaks described itself as &quot;the first
intelligence agency of the people. Better principled
and less parochial than any governmental intelligence
agency, it is able to be more accurate and relevant. It
has no commercial or national interests at heart; its
only interest is the revelation of the truth. Unlike the
covert activities of state intelligence agencies,
Wikileaks relies upon the power of overt fact to
enable and empower citizens to bring feared and
corrupt governments, and corporations to
justice.&quot;

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 21:20:14 ok. later!

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 23:30:54

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-10 23:31:03 no luck so far

any more hints about this Im hash?

Nobody

2010-03-16 18:23:35 iii

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-16 18:32:42 iioi

Nobody

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-16 22:29:42 whats up?
2010-03-16 22:34:13 just about to go out
2010-03-16 22:34:14 all systems nominal
2010-03-16 22:34:24
good to know
2010-03-16 22:34:36 ttyl

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-16 22:35:52

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-16 22:35:52 take care

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

:)

Nobody

2010-03-16 22:36:04

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-16 22:37:09 not sure

will do... donations coming in good?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-16 22:37:21

Nobody

2010-03-16 22:37:28 meh

experience in the past is that they don&apos;t tend to
in response to stories like this
makes people scared to donate

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-16 22:37:32

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-16 22:37:34 too bad

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:32:26

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-17 22:39:49

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:40:17

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:40:35

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:41:17

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:41:42

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-17 22:41:55 indeed

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:42:22 it was a blog posting

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:43:01

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:43:16 Israeli and russian exfiltration too

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:44:02 french as well

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:44:06

2010-03-16 22:37:52

i would&apos;ve

2010-03-16 22:37:59 if i saw that

2010-03-17 22:40:02

what&apos:d your source say it was?
it was very general
organization-wide
interesting
what was the approach and motivation?
i wonder if this didn&apos;t stir up some internal
dissent

must be some people not too happy about cracking
down on whistleblowers and following the Chinese...

2010-03-17 22:42:11 90% of the effort is on Chinese exfiltration of
documents

well, that is a genuine problem

it warned about not visiting the blogs, because the
document and its contents is still classified

gave a link the to the report through proper channels
although knowledge tends to be stabalizing
2010-03-17 22:44:34 if you take a big picture perspective
2010-03-17 22:45:17 it almost pleaded people not to send anonymous
documents, mentioning courage and personal trust...
and told people to go through proper channels if they

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:44:17

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:44:31

dawgnetwork@ja bber.ccc.de

Nobody

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

have an issues
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

open skies policy was stabalizing
2010-03-17 22:45:44 so perhaps an open net policy is called for;)
2010-03-17 22:46:23 that&apos;s reasonable, though doesn&apos;t work
2010-03-17 22:45:24

in practice...
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Sender Account

Sender Alias

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:46:27

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Date-Time

Message Text

what&apos;d they say about courage?
i can send a copy
that it&apos:s contagious?;)?

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:46:38

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:46:40

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:46:53 but its non-rel

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:47:00 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:47:32 subsys is really good these days

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:48:09

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:48:55 k

please mark non-release, found on usb stick
outed another spy this afternoon

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:49:00

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:49:16 ??

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:49:27 local

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:49:34

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:49:38 police, watching one of my hotels

gotchya

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:49:50 insider also confirmed

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:49:58

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:50:41

we have access to the fleet tracking system ;)
just got hold of 800 pages of inten'ogations docs and

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

another 40gb of .is privatization / banking stuff
2010-03-17 22:50:51 this country is going to melt...
2010-03-17 22:50:55 saw the film today
2010-03-17 22:51:04 it&apos;s looking great

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:51:31 what film?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:51:50 projectb

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:51:58i the massacre

Nobody
Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-17 22:52:01 Igotchya

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:53:11 thanks

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:53:18

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:53:20

2010-03-17 22:52:32
2010-03-17 22:53:01

uploaded file
marked as requested
n/p
you&apos;re great
is there some way i can get a cryptophone to you?

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:54:03

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:54:14 not at this time

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:54:40

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:54:47 probably best if you just order one?

actually...

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:54:57 or rather some friend

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:55:14 bit pricy though

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:55:26 hmm

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:55:29

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:55:38

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

actually never mind
yes, i dont have access at present
2010-03-17 22:56:35 these things are good for urgent contact, but

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:56:47

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:56:56

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:57:21

it&apos;s safer to avoid due to location tracking
possibilities
i know that very well
although there is a satphone module
forget the idea for now

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:57:45

yes. you just contact us

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:57:52

but don&apos;t disappear without saying why for an
extended period or l&apos;ll get worried ;)

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-17 22:58:03 i wont

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:58:39 ok

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:58:57

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:59:09 via email or any other mechanism

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:59:15

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 22:59:44

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-17 22:59:55

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:00:17 ok.

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:00:27 off to do some work.

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:00:43 k, but def read the reflection i sent

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:00:53 iwill

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:01:01

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:01:03 toodles

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:12:56 heh

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:13:15 i like it. free advertising to just the right market

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

2010-03-17 22:58:16

you&apos;ll know if something&apos;s wrong
you can just tell me &quot;all the ships came in&quot;

&gt;nod&lt;
will be doing an investigative journo conf in norway
this week end, so may be out of contact most of the
time

its good

now
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Message Text
&gt;nod&lt;

Sender Account

Sender Alias

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.cle
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-17 23:23:14

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:23:45 yes

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:24:54 so pleading is the only thing left

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:25:34

Date-Time

2010-03-17 23:23:30 the tone is what interests me the most

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:23:47

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:23:55 slight desperation
2010-03-17 23:24:00 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:24:08

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:24:21 low, no-one knows what to do

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:24:40

its not really a threat, its a plead

interesting approach

threats work better with most, but perhaps they see
that our sources are resistant to them anyway...
im sure it was brought on by discussions that showed
slight sympathy

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:27:28 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:27:46

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:28:32

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:33:39

i think your intuition is correct
&quot;if we can&apos:t scare them, lets ask
nicely&quot;

the hackers that these governments hire, the good
ones... they&apos;re the cats that can only be herded
by food... but when the cat food runs out, or they get
treated rough... they&apos;d be the first to dissent

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:34:21

food meaning money, of course... and treatment
being, well, treatment
weird analogy, i know... lol

Nobody

2010-03-17 23:34:42

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:38:21 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:38:34

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-17 23:39:09 and there are social vales that arise out of the internet

that&apos;s possible

that have evolved beyond those inside the isolated
military-contractor complex
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-18 00:04:31

its like a classroom run by an overbearing teacher...
when a kid strikes back anonymously by sabotaging
the desk... the other kids get a little excited and
rowdy, because they wanted too, but were afraid of
getting caught... the teacher is embarassed and cant
control the kids, so the teacher just makes an
announcement that the students should continue

working quiety after they have a look at the mess on
the desk that the teacher is cleaning up
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-18 00:05:11

i think thats a better analogy

2010-03-18 00:37:17 <div><a

href=http://freedomincluded.com/index"><span
style="background-color: #ffffff: font-family: Helvetica:
font-size:

12pt:">http://freedomincluded.com/index</span></a>

<span style-"background-color: #ffffff: font-family:
Helvetica; font-size: 12pt:"> Sit;- recommend: free (as
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

in freedom) hardware vendor"
wtf is wrong with LTC Packnett xD
you don&apos;t confirm, or even come off as possibly
confirming shit...
lol, slipped up in your favor, i guess

Nobody
Nobody

2010-03-18 08:40:59

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-18 08:41:22

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-18 08:41:31 eh?

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-18 08:42:06

2010-03-18 08:39:52

NYTarticle has LTC Packnett allegedly confirming
the authenticity of the 2008 report posted on 15th

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-18 08:42:17 yes

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-18 08:42:19 hilarious

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-18 08:42:57

i dont think he&apos;s going to continue to be the Ml
spokesperson

they do break these rules though when being

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-18 08:43:04

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-18 08:43:15 im sure

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-18 08:43:41

hammered

refusing to confirm does make them look shadowy
and untrustworthy
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Message Text

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody

2010-03-18 08:43:45

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

2010-03-18 08:43:55 true, but... im shocked
2010-03-18 08:44:12 yeah., but remember., rules

pressassociation@jabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

dawgnetwork@jabber.ccc.de

Nobody
Nobody

pressassociation@iabber.ccc.de
pressassociation@|abber.ccc.de
3ressassociation@iabber.ccc.de

Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx
Nxxxxxxxx Fxxxx

just didnt realize how little ittakes forthem to cave.

arejust for thegrunts :P

2010-03-18 08:44:32 like no spying on citizens at the nsa
2010-03-18 08:44:43 which is common

2010-03-18 08:45:57 &quot:oh fuck, this might bea US citizen.7
shouldn&aposjt wegetthis checked by the
FBI...&quot: &quot:Fuck that. FBI isslow as fuck,
we&aposjII justkeep listening in, capture him, and
then turn him over&quot;
2010-03-18 08:48 :27

i preferjen. also, too masculine looking

2010-03-18 08:48: 57 heh
2010-03-18 08:48:59 nevermine

